


At Tim McAmis Race Cars & Performance Parts, we support racers who are passionate about going fast and doing 
everything themselves. The same powerful work ethic, innovative spirit and drive to know every aspect of a race 
car is what lead Tim McAmis to win the first-ever Pro Modified World Championship in 1990. Two years later on 
November 1, 1992 the doors to a shop in Hawk Point, Missouri rolled up for the first time and Tim McAmis Race Cars 
(TMRC) was born.
 
The founding principles, superior products and “greatest customer service in the business” have allowed Tim 
McAmis Race Cars & Performance Parts to remain a trusted source and industry leader for over 20 years. Today, 
TMRC’s dedicated staff continues to design, build and manufacture state of the art drag racing parts, components 
and race cars catered to its customers’ needs.
 
The Tim McAmis Performance Parts (TMPP) warehouse is stocked with a massive array of items both made in-
house and brought in from top vendors to make sure all orders are fulfilled as quickly as possible. The sales and 
support staff is devoted and determined to meet your every need as a customer from a stainless steel button head 
screw to your newly fabricated and custom fitted complete race car. 
 
Behind the production of all TMRC components are experienced and qualified craftsman, welders, programmers, 
and the latest equipment such as a Haas CNC machine to certify that every weld, cut and machined part is precise, 
consistent and of the utmost quality.  Additionally, TMRC kits and components are the same pieces used on all 
of the award winning in-house race cars. This ensures that all TMRC parts have been race-proven and are not 
specifically manufactured for retail which has become common practice in the industry. Tim McAmis and his team 
continue to evaluate, design and test new ideas and products on a daily basis. 
 
Customer support remains a top priority for Tim McAmis Performance Parts who is a proud sponsor of several 
racing organizations, communities and special events. Along with financial incentives for racers, TMRC technical 
advisors offer guidance on everything from fabrication to race day set-ups and maintenance. Further efforts are 
provided through the TMPP Trackside Support Team which travels to selected events across the country with a 
display program and state-of-the-art mobile fabrication and performance shop.
 
The racer support program and rolling warehouse consists of an unforgettable custom Peterbilt which is accompanied 
by a 56’ Competition Trailer loaded with over $250,000.00 of the latest in hardcore parts and accessories. The trailer 
is also equipped with a Roehrig shock dyno, welders and fabrication equipment to facilitate any emergency repairs 
that may arise. To help customers with freight cost, TMPP offers free delivery to all events where the Trackside 
Support Team is present.

 
The fabrication shop pictured below is just one of four main facilities located on the TMRC campus.

Since publishing our last catalog, numerous TMRC-built race cars and several 
TMRC kit cars have gone on to win multiple championships and events while setting 
records in categories all over the world. Additionally, TMRC has been fortunate 
enough to celebrate over 20 years in business. We truly appreciate our customers 
and the relationships developed over the years that have made this accomplishment 
possible.

Every day we continue to innovate and advance the product line at Tim McAmis 
Performance Parts and the services offered through Tim McAmis Race Cars. Along 
with the expansion of our composite shop, Velocity Composties, which is now an 
industry leader itself; we have added new equipment and key team members that 
strive to produce the latest precision products that you have come to expect from 
us.

Furthermore, our mission to give customers the best service and support in the 
industry was taken to the next level when we added our Trackside Support program. 
You will see our 80’ Support Rig at events throughout the country where we help 
racers with parts, service, consultation and even emergency repairs.

In this edition of our catalog, you will find hundreds of new items have been added 
and we hope that you enjoy browsing through. If you can’t find what you are 
looking for, feel free to give us a call or check out our website which gives you the 
latest information along with a comprehensive look at over 2,000 products in our 
inventory. 

Don’t have the time to give us a call? Visit 
timmcamis.com, one of the largest online 
performance parts stores in the world. Our 
secure website features thousands of kits 
and components which are well organized 
and easy to find, making it possible for you 
to get the latest products 24 hours a day, 
365 days a year.

Unlike some of our competitors, we firmly 
believe that quality is the most important 
aspect of every item we offer. We devote a 
tremendous amount of time and resources 
to find the best raw materials and parts 
used in our products.

SHOP ONLINE 24/7

TIMMCAMIS.COM

Monday - Friday 8AM - 5:30PM CST
Online at www.timmcamis.com

Toll Free 1-800-980-9656
info@timmcamis.com

Disclaimer: Prices and availability subject to change without notice. For the latest prices, information, terms and 
conditions, please visit our website at www.timmcamis.com. - Tim McAmis
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Chassis Blueprints
These highly detailed blue prints and 
instructions are included in all of our 
chassis kits. Individual instructions 
are perfect for the do-it-yourself racer 
or chassis shop putting together a 
new project for the first time.

TMR-1230INS....... $425.00  

tmrC Chassis

founDationthe

raCe Car
of  a  great

At Tim McAmis Race Cars & Performance Parts, we 
encourage those who are passionate about going fast and 
doing things themselves. The same powerful work ethic, innovative spirit 
and drive to know every aspect of a race car is what our company is built upon.

TMRC welded chassis and chassis kits allow racers to continue the do it yourself tradition, but help save time and money 
by providing solid and proven designs to work from. To complement our chassis;  kits and components are created with 
compatibility in mind, making fit and finish a lesser factor when constructing your race car.

tmrC Welded Chassis
Every TMRC chassis is built to the most current SFI specifications and TIG 
welded by our superior craftsmen who take pride in the quality associated 
with all TMRC products. Welded chassis are complete with strut tabs, 
lower control arm tabs, rack & pinion tabs, four link brackets, 
wishbone tabs and shock tabs. TMRC chassis are 
constructed using latest design for your specific 
combination and are available for all of today’s 
popular body styles. (Bodies On Next Page)

TMR-1228.......$7,200.00 TMRC Welded Chassis (Single Frame Rail)
TMR-1233.......$7,500.00 TMRC Welded Truck Chassis (Single Frame Rail)

tmrc WelDeD pro moDifieD Chassis
Tim McAmis Performance Parts gives you the latest and most innovative chassis design for 
Pro Modified style cars. Years of testing, hundreds of runs down the track, 
championships and numbers to back it all up have yielded one of the most 
sought after chassis designs in professional drag racing.

The development of this design has come directly from 
the R&D department at Tim McAmis Race Cars with 
input from some of today’s top drivers and tuners. 
If you desire to be at the front of the pack, saddle 
up in one of these and hang on.    

TMR-1229....... $7,900.00 TMRC Welded Pro Mod Chassis (Double Frame Rail)
TMR-1229B....... $8,900.00 TMRC Blown Pro Mod Welded Chassis (Double Frame Rail)
TMR-1234....... $8,500.00 TMRC Welded Pro Mod Truck Chassis (Double Frame Rail)

1933 Willys
1937 Chevy Coupe
1940 Willys
1941 Willys
1949 Mercury
1953 Chevy Corvette
1955 Chevy
1957 Chevy
1963 Chevy Corvette
1964-66 Ford Mustang
1967 Chevy Camaro
1967 Chevy II Nova
1967 Ford Mustang

1968 Chevy Camaro
1968 Pontiac Firebird
1969 Chevy Camaro
1970 Plymouth Cuda
1970-1/2 Chevy Camaro
1993-94 Dodge Daytona
1993 Mazda RX-7 Sport Compact
1994-95 Chevy Lumina
1996-97 Chevy Truck
1995-96 Oldsmobile Cutlass
1995-98 Ford Thunderbird
1995-98 Dodge Avenger

1998 Ford Probe
1995-2002 Chevy Camaro
1995-2002 Pontiac Firebird
1995-2003 Ford Mustang
2003 Chevy Cavalier
2003 Chevy Corvette
2003 Ford escort
2003 Chevy S-10 Truck
2004-06 Pontiac gTO
2005 Mazda RX8 Sport Compact
2005-2008 Chevy Cobalt
2006-13 Chevy Corvette C6

Welded chassis, kits and blueprints are available for the following body styles:

Do it yourself With our proven Chassis kits!
Tim McAmis Race Cars Chassis Kits feature the same 
championship winning and record breaking design as TMRC 
welded chassis but come in an easy to assemble kit form.  

Chassis kits come complete with funny 
car cage, shock mounts, wishbone 
tabs, 4-link brackets, 360 degree 
drive shaft loop, lower control arm 
tabs, upper strut mount tabs,  
and rack and pinion tabs. 

All kits come with a detailed 
blueprint set. Most kits are 
in stock and will ship within 
5 business days from order 
date. Contact our sales 
department for crating and shipping information.

TMR-1230K....... $2,395.00 Chasis Kit
TMR-1230TRK....... $2,300.00 Truck Chasis Kit
TMR-1231K....... $300.00 Double Frame Rail Upgrade

In 2009, Texas outlaw racer Doug Riesterer built a Pro 
Nitrous ’68 Camaro in his garage utilizing a chassis 
kit, body and components from TMRC. Soon after the 
Camaro debuted, Riesterer became a legend around 
the world by breaking records and out running many 
of the top Pro Nitrous teams all while competing with 
an outdated, small engine combination and limited to a 
shoe-string budget. 

Four years later, with the same home-built car, Riesterer 
continues to prevail in one of the toughest door slammer 
classes on the planet. The Camaro consistently runs at 
the top of the field accumulating numerous victories and 
#1 qualifier awards while recording dozens of 3.7 second 
passes, all with an automatic transmission!

riesterer prevails With tmrC Chassis kit

tmrC Charcoal chassis paint
This paint has been 
specially formulated 
for TMRC to match the 
powder-coating on our 
chassis. It is high gloss 
& very durable.

TMR-C200.......$14.95
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pro moDifieD wheelie bars

single pro modified Wheelie Bar

Constructed from ultra-strong 4130 tubing, TMPP Pro Mod wheelie bars measure 96” from the housing centerline to the 
wheel centerline and are built to fit your vehicle. These bars are designed with a unique slip tube construction to withstand 
the abuse of today’s most powerful cars. Pro Mod bars are also available with titanium lower tubes or as a complete 
titanium set which results in a 11.5 lb weight savings over 4130.

TMR-1136-84 84” Pro Mod Wheelie Bars $995.00
TMR-1136 96” Pro Mod Wheelie Bars $995.00
TMR-1136NTIT 96" Pro Mod Titanium Wheelie Bars $5,300.00
TMR-1136NTIT-CM 96” Pro Mod 4130/Titanium Wheelie Bars $3,995.00

TMR-1136SNg 96” Pro Mod Single Wheelie Bar $1,100.00
TMR-1136SNgTIT 96” Pro Mod Titanium Single Wheelie Bar $5,250.00

Using a single wheelie 
bar has become standard 
practice to save weight in 
today’s Pro Mod world. Built 
for your vehicle and constructed from ultra-strong 4130 tubing, the TMPP Single Pro Mod wheelie bar measures 96” from 
the housing centerline to the wheel centerline and is also available in titanium for even more weight savings. (Chrome 
Optional)

Tim McAmis 
Performance Parts 
offers a wide variety of 
wheelie bars and accessories. 
From complete, bolt-on ready carbon 
fiber, titanium and 4310 wheelie bars 
to unique and customizable unwelded kits, 
TMPP has the tested and proven designs that have 
become an asset to any high-horsepower application.

Wheelie Bars
& aCCessories

Wheelie Bar net
This wheelie bar net will help keep your chutes from getting tangled in the 
bars after the run. Constructed from heavy-duty nylon webbing it is designed 
to fit TMR-1136 only. Available in black only.

JAI-300.......$95.00

Tim McAmis Performance Parts offers 
all wheelie bar sets in a kit form. Kits 
are perfect for those who wish to have a 
custom length or would like to fabricate 
a set of wheelie bars themselves. 
Every kit includes blueprints for ease of 
construction.

Carbon fiber wheelie bars have become popular in all 
types of doorslammer racing due to their impressive weight 
savings and strength. Weight savings over 4130 wheelie 
bars average 23lbs and 11lbs over titanium. Carbon fiber 
wheelie bars come in 72”, 84” and 96” lengths with your 
choice of color on brackets.         

DNR-CWB.......Starting at $5,000.00

These wheelie bars suit all cars from Super Gas to Pro 
Stock. Constructed from 4130 tubing and Aurora rod ends, 
TMPP Wheelie Bars bars will give you total control over the 
starting line profile of your racecar.

TMR-1137 60” Wheelie Bars $695.00
TMR-1139 75” Wheelie Bars $825.00

Carbon fiber
  Wheelie Bars tmrC pro Wheelie Bars

TMR-1137K 60” Wheelie Bar Kit $475.00
TMR-1139K 75” Wheelie Bar Kit $595.00

TMR-1136K-84 84” Pro Mod Wheelie Bar Kit $675.00

TMR-1136K 96” Pro Mod Wheelie Bar Kit $675.00

TMR-1136TIT-K 96” Pro Mod Titanium Wheelie Bar Kit $4,995.00

Wheelie 
Bar kits

Wheelie Bar 
         wheels

Standard Light Weight Wheelie 
Bar Wheel 0.375” Axle. (Single)

AFF-4-113.......$20.30

Solid Polymer Design Wheel 
0.500” Axel. (Single)

WHe-WHeeLeZe.......$69.50

5oz Light Weight Pro Poly 
Wheel 0.375” Axel. (Single)

BPP-S-2039.......$85.00

Light Weight Solid Polymer 
Wheel 0.500” Axel. (Single)

WHe-WHeeLeZeLW.......$69.00

W
heelie Bars

Pro Billet Wheelie Bars feature a billet 
aluminum structure, 2 sealed bearings 
per wheel, hard rubber tread and billet 
washers. Wheels are 4” Diameter, 
1-1/2” wide with washers and have a 
0.375” Axel. (Sold As Pair)

DNR-gMM-1.......$199.95
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TMR-2006 16-1/2” Billet Housing, CM Brackets $8,700.00
TMR-2007 17-1/4” Billet Housing $8,700.00

TMR-2008 18-3/4” Billet Housing $8,700.00

TMR-2009C Custom Billet Housing CALL
Titanium Bracket & Cross Brace Upgrade $3,000.00

TMR-1160A Fabricated HSg. (Blank) $749.95
TMR-1160AHD Fabricated HSg. (Blank) Pro Series $845.00

TMR-1160AHD-N Fabricated Housing Blank H.D. (Narrow) $845.00

STR-H1131 Symetrical 1.30” Wide - 3.150” Bore $95.00
STR-H1132 Olds 1.30” Wide - 3.150” Bore $89.00

STR-H1133 Mopar 1.25” Wide - 2.875” Bore $89.00

STR-H1135 Big Ford 1.30” Wide - 3.150” Bore $89.00
STR-H1146 Symmetrical (Large) 1.75” Wide - 3.350” Bore - 3/8”-24 Tapped Holes $218.00

tmrC Billet housing

housing ends
We carry a large supply of housing ends. Please call one of our sales 
associates if you have any questions on sizing or application.

flanged housing
Built for high horsepower 
Pro Stock and Top 
Sportsman cars, the 
TMR-1160 housing is 
hand fabricated from 
4130 plate and tubing. 

Laser cut faceplate and brackets make this housing second to 
none for strength and reliability.

TMR-1160.......$2,850.00  

fabricated housing
This design is for fabricators that want to construct their own 
housing. It features the same construction as our complete 
fabricated housings. Supplied long enough to construct a 50” 
wheel-to-wheel housing. Cut to desired width, install your brackets, 
housing ends and back brace and you are ready to  roll. Only 
available with 3.500” o.d. tubes.

housing Back Brace
This eight piece back 
brace kit is a nice 
compliment to our 
TMR-1160A housing 
(Left). You will need 
to supply us with an 
accurate housing width 
when ordering this item.

TMR-1160BB.......$150.00
TMR-1160BB-N.......$150.00

floater housing
C o m m o n l y 
used on Pro 
Modifieds today, 
the TMR-1161 floater 
housing offers an 
indestructible floater sp ind l e 
design that takes the entire supporting load off of 
the axle assembly. This is considered to be one 
of the safest designs for high horse powered 
vehicles.    

TMR-1161.......$3,800.00
TMR-1161N.......$3,800.00 
TMR-1161-OP1.......$450.00 (Add MW Spindles)

One look and it’s clear; the TMRC Billet Housing is an incredible piece of 
automotive engineering. Machined from 6061-T6 hardened aluminum alloy, the 
Billet Housing demonstrates remarkable strength over traditional cast housings. 
Rib and gusset areas were also engineered to improve strength and reliability over 
conventional designs. 

Additionally, the Billet Housing features an expanded fill cap and requires no third member 
gasket due the placement of an o-ring in its face. TMRC knows that every car is different and 
is able to offer the Billet Housing with preset and custom four link spreads instead of using 
the “one size fits all” approach.

tmrC/mW moDular housing

TMR-2000 TMRC/MW Modular Housing $6,000.00
Titanium Bracket & Cross Brace Upgrade $3,000.00

fill Cap W/ alm. Bung
TCS-C73-779.......$42.85

fill Cap W/ steel Bung
TCS-C73-774.......$42.85

rear end Weld vent
TMR-1225.......$6.99

4-link strips
TMR-1138...$18.00

mW 2.5” floater spindle  (each)
MAR-90337.......$475.00

Drain plug - 
1/2 - 20 thread
NAP-704-1064......$3.95

threadded Drain Bung - 
1/2 - 20 thread
AAM-266B......$3.00

rear housings

LAT-31231-1 75w140 Quart $20.95
LAT-31264-1 85w110 Quart $15.50

gear oils

Mark Williams aluminum housing with TMRC chrome moly 4-link brackets. Shown 
with optional floater and brake components not included.
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Chassis master software
This is some of the best four-
link software we have come 
across. Designed by ETC, this 
program is easy to set up and 
use. We supply it with all of 
our completed cars. As a bonus 
to all of our customers, we will 
supply this software with a bonus disc that includes 
hole locations for our brackets. Please supply your 
salesman with a chassis serial number or an invoice 
number if you have purchased brackets separately.

TMR-1375.......$119.95

rear suspension
4-link suspension system
GMM-5 suspension systems has the capacity to take 
all the guess work out of tuning a rear suspension and 
will allow one to take a scientific approach to race car 
technology.

GMM-5 is designed and manufactured to Aerospace 
standards. The main arm is produced from solid 4130 
billet and heat treated to the maximum strength. After 
the heat treating process is completed, the final skin 
cuts are preformed to assure extremely tight tolerances 
and holes that never elongate or wear out.

DNR-gMM-5.......$2,995.00
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Wishbone kits
These Wishbone Kits fit 23” & 25” axle centerline. Used 
for exact centering of the rear housing, this kit comes 
with all hardware including Aurora rod ends, bolts and 
tabs. Titanium kits do not come with tabs.

sway Bars
Used to control chassis roll in high horsepower cars, these 
kits comes with all the necessary hardware to fit most 
applications. Available in a welded or unwelded form.

anti-roll Bar kits
This H.D. Anti-roll bar assembly features 3” diameter 
tube bar. These have splined 7075 aluminum arms 
with a clevis design to accept 3/8 rod ends. Arm length 
is 5” center to center. Extra long 3” tube can be cut 
to accommodate most chassis widths. The spherical 
bearing assembly allows for bending without binding. 

At the same time, the 3” diameter tube is 88.7% 
stiffer than our standard 1.25” anti-roll assembly. This 
translates to 1 degree of twist for every 8.87 degrees in 
a standard setup.

MAR-35105.......$695.00

4-link Bar kits
Our Four Link Bar Kits fit 23” & 25” axle centerlines. 
Constructed from 1-3/8” x .095” tubing and 4130 tube 
adapters, this 4 link bar kit will take all of the abuse that 
you can throw at it. Complete with all hardware including 
Aurora XAM-10 & XAB-10 rod ends and jam nuts. 
TMR-1172K 23” Axle Centerline $795.00
TMR-1173K 25” Axle Centerline $795.00

TMR-1173K-HD 25” Axle Centerline-HD $795.00

TMR-1173UK    25” C/L Unwelded Kit $112.00
TMR-1173UK-HD 25” C/L Unwelded Kit-HD $112.00

TMR-1171K 23” Axle Centerline $375.00
TMR-1170K 25” Axle Centerline $375.00
TMR-1170K-N 25” C/L Narrow $375.00

TMR-1170K-TIT 25” C/LTitanium $1,450.00

TMR-1170K-NTIT    25” C/L Titanium Narrow $1,450.00
PRF-TMR-1036A Wishbone Slider (Only) $28.00

TMR-1219K Rear Sway Bar Kit $325.00
TMR-1219N Rear Sway Bar Kit Narrow $475.00
TMR-1219 Welded Sway Bar $475.00

TMR-1218K MW Sway Bar Link Kit Only $149.95

TMR-1410 Alum. Sway Bar Link Only $12.00

TMR-1410S Steel Sway Bar Link Only $19.95

four link Bolt kit
NAS and AN hardware sized to fit exact 
tolerances for hole size and length.

TMR-1163K.......$225.00

springs
Hypercoil springs are considered to be some of the 
highest quality springs made. We stock a huge selection 
of lengths and weights.
STR-SP12110 12” x 2 1/2” x 110lb. $120.00
STR-SP12125 12” x 2 1/2” x 125lb. $120.00
STR-SP14085 14” x 2 1/2” x 85lb. $120.00
STR-SP14100 14” x 2 1/2” x 100lbs. $120.00
STR-SP14110 14” x 2 1/2” x 110lb. $120.00

STR-SP14125 14” x 2 1/2” x 125lbs. $120.00

STR-SP14138 14” x 2 1/2” x 138lb. $120.00

STR-SP14150 14” x 2 1/2” x 150lbs. $120.00

STR-SP14160 14” x 2 1/2” x 160lb. $120.00

STR-SP14175 14” x 2 1/2” x 175lbs. $120.00

shock Bolt kit
This shock bolt kit has been designed for use with our upper shock tabs and four link 
brackets. It features a spacer and reducer system to allow the use of .375” dia. upper and 
.500” lower bolts. Shocks have a wide range of bearing widths so please specify the brand 
when ordering so our sales staff can match this kit to your shocks. 

TMR-1109K.......$29.95

shock Bushing
Lower shock mount bushing is .875 o.d., 
has 1/2”-20 threads and fits our four link 
brackets. 2 required.

TMR-1102.......$18.00

shock sensor mount kit
We have made this modified bolt kit to 
allow easy installation of the RacePak 
shock sensors.

TMR-1112K.......$85.00

shock inflation unit
Use this unit to check pressure 
while inflating your shocks. 
Comes with carrying case.

CTW-TL-INFLATION.......$50.00

nitrogen fill kit
Keep your shocks inflated 
and working with optimal 
pressure using this nitrogen 
fill kit. Comes filled with 

purchase.

KIN-Ke-100-7045SFK.......$395.00

shock mount tab
VAN-9.......$5.66

shock mount gusset
VAN-9A.......$3.80
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aluminum Double adjustable shocks
These Strange double externally adjustable 
aluminum coil-over shocks feature two knobs for 
multiple adjustment options. One knob controls 
shock extension, and the other accurately 
adjusts compression. They feature PTFE lined 
high-misalignment spherical rod end bearings, 
spring seat bearings, and Strange Hypercoil 
springs. 

The Strange double externally adjustable 
aluminum coil-over shocks require you to specify 
the spring rate before ordering; check the front-
end or rear-end weight of your vehicle to order 
the correct rate spring rate.

STR-S-5007.......$660.00 (Set)

koni shock
This is the top of the line in suspension 
adjustable coil over shock technology. 
Due to its unique valving and wide 
range of adjustment (both rebound and 
compression) this series of KONI SPA-
1 dampers is adaptable to satisfy many 
suspension requirements. The aluminum 
construction saves weight, and the 
adjustable spring platform accepts a 2-1/2” 
inside diameter spring. The shock eyes 
are outfitted with 1/2” I.D. bearing inserts.

STR-S-1123A.......$399.00 (each)

koni electric shocks
These electric drag racing dampers offer the ultimate in adjustable 
drag race suspension. Rebound damping forces are adjusted by an 
electric servo motor located inside the piston rod that can be adjusted 
with a programmable shock controller. This allows the driver to launch 
the car with high rebound forces to hold the car down for better bite and 
then change to a softer setting to offer more compliance to optimize 
traction. Compression damping is also adjustable manually to one of 
twelve settings via a screw adjustment at the bottom of the damper. 

The spring seats accept a 2.25” I.D. spring or a 2.5” ID spring when 
used with the included nylon adapters and are installed with 1/2” I.D. 
spherical bearings. These are complete kits that include the wiring harness and the control box. The SPA11 “Gorilla” valving 
is available as well which offers higher rebound forces for applications using higher spring rates.

STR-S-7000.......$2,281.25 (Set)

penske air shocks
The 8300 Series double adjustable shock absorber provides more 
adjustability options and features to the serious racer. The double 
adjustable, coilover damper is suitable for a variety of applications. The 
rebound adjuster features 25 sweeps of bleed adjustment in the shaft. 
The compression adjuster features 20 clicks of linear-stepped adjustment. 

This is accomplished by a parabolic needle valve that adjusts a fluid 
bypass past a standard shim stack. The 8300 Series is available in a 
piggyback or remote style mount. 

Coarse ACME thread body for ease of adjustment 2.25” or 2.50” spring 
hardware Extended lengths range from 10.0” to 24.0” Banjo swivel head 
hose available with remote version Assembled to customer specifications 
Owner rebuildable and revalvable Consistent performance, personalized 
set-ups.

CTW-832000.......$1,590.00 (Set - Remote Air Canisters)
CTW-8300PB.......$1,990.00 (Set - Piggyback Air Canisters)

External Adjustment, Stud mount, 3” stroke, lower control arm kit (tubes, rod 
ends and tube adapters), light duty (1-piston) brake kit with Strange billet 
calipers, slider assembly, slotted forged rotors and Hypercoil springs (Pair), 

does not include steering tie rod kit.

STR-PSS105.......$1,720.57
External Adjustment, Stud mount, 3” stroke, lower control arm kit 
(tubes, rod ends and tube adapters), medium duty (2-piston) brake kit 
with Strange billet calipers, slider assembly, slotted forged rotors and 
Hypercoil springs (Pair), does not include steering tie rod kit. 

STR-PSS115.......$1,805.55
External Adjustment, Stud mount, 3” stroke, lower control arm kit (tubes, rod ends and tube adapters), heavy duty 
(4-piston) brake kit with Strange billet calipers, slotted forged rotors and Hypercoil springs (Pair), does not include 
steering tie rod kit.

STR-PSS125.......$1,859.07
Check out this newest design strut from Strange Engineering. Stainless steel 

construction makes this pro series strut one of the nicest available. This strut 
is standard equipment on all of our Pro Mod & Pro Stock cars. Complete 

system comes with a pair of Ultra Struts, lower control arm kit, wheel 
bearings and races, high-misalignment tie rod ends, aluminum 
steering arms, spring seat bearing kit and Hypercoil springs.
STR-PSS200 Ultra Strut Package $2,660.69
STR-PSS205 Ultra Strut Package Dbl. Adj. $3,502.27
STR-PSS210 Ultra Strut (CF Brakes) $4,385.69

STR-PSS215 Ultra Strut Dbl. Adj. (CF brakes) $5,227.28

strut Cup kit
Designed for use with any 
stud mount strut, this kit 
works especially well 
with the Strange Ultra 
Strut.

TMR-1151K.......$55.00

Hypercoil front springs are 
considered to be some of the 

highest quality springs made. 
We stock a huge selection of 

lengths and weights.

lamb strut kit
We are a distributor for Lamb Components Strut and 
Brake Systems. Contact our sales consultants for 
recommendations on these fine products

STR-SP70200 7” x 200lb. $115.20
STR-SP70250 7” x 250lb. $115.20
STR-SP70300 7” x 300lb. $115.20
STR-SP80200 8” x 200lb. $115.20
STR-SP80250 8” x 250lb. $115.20

STR-SP80300 8” x 300lb. $115.20

LAM-1-DA Lamb Strut Kit Dbl. Adj. Steel $5,342.22
LAM-1A-DA-CC Lamb Strut Kit Dbl. Adj. (CF) $8,475.00
LAM-2 Lamb Control Arm Kit $390.00

shock travel sensor Clamp
Use this clamp to secure your 
shock travel sensor.

TMR-1112.......$15.00

front suspension
sh
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teflon Bushing
Teflon Steering Column 
Bushing

PRF-SCB.......$9.25

rack and pinion
This manual rack & pinion is designed 
to meet top chassis builders standards 
for a new drag race steering gear. Manufactured to be sleek, 
lightweight and durable using high-quality, aluminum castings and chromed plated steel center tube. This unit weighs only 
12lbs with steering specifications of 3.75 turns lock-to-lock; rack travel 5.25”; overall length 45 1/2 inches.

TMR-1192.......$229.00

rack mount
These billet aluminum mounts adapt 
the rack & pinion to our chassis or 
chassis kits

TMR-1107LW.......$95.00

rack adapters
9/16” X 26 Spline Rack (Pinto)

FLR-FR1820 3/4” x 3/4” U-Joint $79.00
FLR-FR1821 3/4” x Pinto Sline U-Joint $79.00
FLR-FR1800B14 3/4” x 3/4” Apex U-Joint $89.00

TMR-1176K Steering Column Kit $249.00
TMR-1176K-HD Steering Column Kit HD $425.00

UBM-400712 Female $17.95
UMB-400711 Male $17.95

steering shaft support kit
When more than one u-joint is used in the steering 
system a small amount of play is produced by 
shaft wobble. Use this kit mid way on the steering 
shaft to eliminate that problem.

TMR-1175K.......$22.50

steering Column kit 
This double u-joint construction steering column kit comes with: steering 

column, steering shaft, bushings, u-joints, and all mounting hardware. 
HD kit comes with Apex u-joints.

tie rod kit
Complete with Aurora Hi-Misalignment 
rod ends and all hardware.

TMR-1174K.......$155.00

u-Joints

TMR-1184 Star to Star $45.00
TMR-1184LW Star to Rough $45.00
TMR-1184TIT Star to Star Titanium $145.00
TMR-1184TIT-LW Star to Round Titanium $145.00
TMR-1184TITMOM Round to Round Titanium $145.00

Silver Spoke Wheel with
Button Holes & Yellow Stripe

gRA-633.....$99.95

SFI approved quick 
release hubs.

lightwheight steering Wheel
Weighs in at .8 pounds. That’s about 1.2 pounds 
lighter than most steering wheels on the market. 
Unique top cut out creates a nice sight line for dash 
mounted control panels.

NON-R101.....$319.00

Silver Spoke Wheel 
with Button Holes

gRA-663.....$95.00

Black Spoke Wheel with 
Button Holes

gRA-673.....$95.00

Silver Spoke Wheel 
with No Button Holes

gRA-763-4.....$89.00

Black Spoke Wheel with 
No Button Holes

gRA-773-4.....$95.00

Black Spoke Wheel with No 
Button Holes & Yellow Stripe

gRA-1075.....$109.00

steering Center Cap
Finish off your Grant style steering wheel with a custom 
TMRC logo steering center. Super quick installation

TMR-1186.......$15.00

STR-Q-1000 Butterfly Wheel QR $82.50
STR-Q-1200 grant Wheel QR $115.00

6” steering Column extension

st
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Tim McAmis Performance Parts carries a full line of center section and axle components 
for just about every drag racing application. 

Whether you desire Strange, Mark Williams, Dewco or Tom’s components, our 
sales and technical staff can help you find the correct items for your combination.

After determining the driveline components you need, take advantage of 
our expert service and have one of the Tim McAmis Race Cars specialist 
assemble and set up everything to the precise specifications.

STR-U1663 Lenco 32 Spline - 1350 Joint - 4” Joint Center to end of Yoke $181.50

STR-U1664 TH-400 / Jerico / g-Force 32 Spline - 1350 Joint - 5.50” Joint Center to end of Yoke $179.00

STR-U1664N TH-400 / Jerico / g-Force 32 Spline - 1350 Joint - Same As Above - HARDeNeD $195.80
STR-U1665 Lenco 16 Spline - 1350 Joint - 4” Joint Center to end of Yoke 198.00
STR-U1666 Chrysler / Liberty 30 Spline - 1350 Joint - 6.125” Center Joint to end of Yoke $179.00
STR-U1667 Powerglide 27 Spline - 1350 Joint - 5.50” Joint Center to the end Yoke $179.00

MAR-39800 3” MW Chrome-Moly Driveshaft $429.00
STR-U1702 CM Driveshaft HD Joints Less Yoke $359.00
PST-CFS 3-3/4” X 50” Carbon Driveshaft $995.00

Standard 1350 U-Bolt Kit
TMR-1338K.......$15.50

Billet Steel 1350 U-Bolt Kit
MAR-39112.......$85.00

TMR-1165K Drive Shaft enclosure Kit $145.00
TMR-1165KTIT-LeN Titanium Driveshaft enclosure Kit $800.00

Driveshafts
TMPP offers a full line of complete 4130 drive shafts and 
accessories. Drive shafts are constructed from 3.00” x 0.83” 
seamless 4130 tubing, tig welded and precision balanced. We 
carry components like 4130 weld yokes, solid u-joints, u-bolt 
kits, and 4340 slip yokes. For shafts over 36” joint center to 
center, consult our sales consultants for additional charges.

u-Joints
Solid u-joints are available separately so you 
can keep some spares in your trailer or shop.

STR-U-1639.......$59.00 (1480 U-Joint)
MAR-39029.......$65.00 (1350 U-Joint)

Light weight reality inspired. Almost 3 pounds 
lighter then its chrommoly counterpart. 
Track tested! Ask about a titanium driveshaft 
enclosure to go along with this product when 
calling to order.

TMR-1054TIT.......$550.00

Add one of these Strange Engineering slip yokes to complete your driveshaft. Suffix (N) designates Nitride hardening.

Fabricated from 1.00” X .058” 4130 tubing, 
this D/S loop is included with all chassis 
and chassis kits.

TMR-1053.......$80.00

Constructed to be the foremost drive 
shaft loop in the car. This loop splits in 
half and removes from the floor for easy 
access to the drive shaft.

TMR-1180K.......$135.00

Driveshaft enclosure
This 5” X .065” wall tube is designed to cover at least 9” of the slip yoke and drive shaft. Quick 
pin it to the transmission and TMR 1180k Drive Shaft Loop (not included) for a solid installation. 
Some fabrication and welding needed. Includes detailed set of instructions. Includes 18” of 5” 
tubing.” NHRA 2011 RULE CHANGE: D/S TUBE MUST BE 12”.

rear Drive shaft enclosure kit
The TMRC 2-piece rear drive shaft enclosure is made of a 
billet aluminum base that is fully cnc machined and secures 
to the pinion support. Added to this is a .875x.058” drive shaft 
loop with a rolled and welded 4130 enclosure that quick pins 
for easy removal.

A rear drive shaft enclosure is a mandated saftey item in Top 
Sportsman, Pro Stock and Pro Modified. Available for Dewco, 
Tom’s and Strange Ultra Case center sections, please specify 
when ordering.

TMR-1162K.....$475.00

center sections, axles & components
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tmrC pro pedal kits
Standard on all in-house cars, TMRC pedal kits are constructed of 4130 or titanium. 
With needle bearings used on all shafts, these are the smoothest working assemblies 
available.

tmrC blower pedal kit 
Same features as the TMR 1240K but 
replaces the gas pedal with a cable-
operated unit. This pedal system is 
standard equipment on all TMRC Blown 
Pro Modifieds.

TMR-1240KCO.....$395.00

Cable operated pedal 
Used in our TMR-1240KCO Blower Pedal Kit, this 
throttle pedal is for a cable operated system in a 
blown or injected applications.
TMR-1072CO.......$120.00
TMR-1072CO-TI.......$375.00 (Titanium)

pedal Boots
Kevlar pedal boots keep smoke 
and fumes out of the car.

TMR-1178K.....$89.95

throttle linkage kit
Used for clutch and gas pedal stops. Has fine 
thread for precision adjustment. Pictured to left.

TMR-1223K.....$49.00

hand Brake kit
Control the staging of your car with this hand brake 
system. This is the most complete kit available. Includes 
all hardware and detailed instructions. Pictured to right.

TMR-1183K.....$275.00

fuel shut off handle
Add this trick little handle to the TMR-
1183K hand brake handle (Right) 
for a convenient fuel shut off or for 
fire bottle activation. Fits 5/16” wide 
handles.

TCS-C42-508.....$65.95
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TMR-1240K Clutch, Brake & gas Pedal Kit $345.00
TMR-1240K-TI Titanium Clutch, Brake & gas Pedal Kit $1,250.00
TMR-1241K Brake & gas Pedal Kit $255.00
TMR-1244K Clutch & Brake Only (No gas Pedal) $269.95

gas pedal 
The same pedal available in complete TMRC kits, standard 
features include 4130 construction, a non-slip pad and a 
toe hook for safety. The unattached toe hook allows for 
proper fitting to the driver before a simple cut and weld 
into place.
TMR-1072.......$79.00
TMR-1072-TI.......$350.00 (Titanium)

Brake fluid: Wilwood eXp 600
A highly refined blend developed for 
extreme performance under the high 
heat and extreme pressure.

WIW-290-6209.....$20.25
hurst line loc

HUR-1745000.....$139.95

master Cylinder nut

strange pro race 4-piston Caliper kit
Strange four piston billet aluminum calipers 
with metallic pads & mounting hardware.

STR-B1855.....$359.00 (PR.)

Banjo assemblys

Brake adapters

CRC-100 1/2” - 20 $6.50
CRC-101 9/16” - 20 $6.50

FRA-650309 AN X 9/16” - 20 $4.93
FRA-650305 AN X 1/2” - 20 $4.93

FRA-650157-650124 AN X 9/16” - 20 $13.23
FRA-650156-650123 AN X 1/2” - 20 $13.23

pedal stop kit
Used for clutch and gas pedal 
stops. Has fine thread for 
precision adjustment.
TMR-1242K.....$27.50

Clutch pedal
Like all standard TMRC pedals, this clutch 
pedal features 4130 or titanium construction 
and a non-slip pad and fits a 1” Shaft.
TMR-1070.......$79.00
TMR-1070-TI.......$199.00 (Titanium)

Brake pedal
Like all standard TMRC pedals, this brake pedal 
features 4130 or titanium construction and a non-
slip pad.
TMR-1071.......$79.00
TMR-1071-TI.......$250.00 (Titanium)

Brake systemsmaster Cylinder mounting kit 
Use this convenient kit to install our aluminum master cylinder. Complete with 
chassis mounting plate and all hardware, this is the same kit we use on all our cars.

TMR-1243K.....$57.95

Wilwood master Cylinder
WIW-260-4894.....$128.00

Brake line kit
This kit comes complete with all fittings, 3/16 stainless steel line, braided 
line to plumb 4 disc brakes, line lock and brake gauge. This is the most 
complete kit available and includes more than enough hardware to 
plumb any application**

TMR-1164K.....$219.95

rear Brake kit
Rear Brake Kit - Symmetrical Housing Ends - 2.812 Offset. This is the most 
popular rear brake kit we stock. It is manufactured by Strange Engineering and 
features steel rotors, aluminum 4-piston calipers, brackets for symmetrical 
ends, and metallic pads. Available to fit many more applications, please call 
for the system that best fits your needs. We also sell brake kits from Mark 
Williams Ent., Lamb Components, and Wilwood.

STR-B1710WCM.....$582.45

Wilwood/JfZ rear Brake pad - soft
STR-B3325....$14.95 (ea.)

Wilwood/JfZ rear Brake pad - metallic
STR-B3326....$18.96 (ea.)

strange rear Brake pad - soft
STR-B5010....$13.00 (ea.)

strange rear Brake pad - metallic
STR-B5020....$18.00 (ea.)

mark Williams rear Brake pad
MAR-81130....$20.00 (ea.)

lamb rear Brake pad
LAM-720....$24.95 (ea.)

strange front Brake pad - square
STR-B2510....$9.50 (ea.)

strange front Brake puck
STR-B3341....$8.95 (ea.)

lamb front Brake puck
LAM-707-625....$48.65 (Set)

lamb front Quick Change Brake pads - metalliC
LAM-726....$59.95 (Set - Fits #1625)
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pm mid plate -lW
Featuring the same dimensions 
as our TMR-1156 Pro Modified 
Mid Plate, this light weight version 
weighs in at only 2.75 lbs. Add two of 
our Van 55 tabs to this plate for ease 
of installation.

TMR-1156LW.......$420.00

pm mid plate
This .250” thick aluminum plate is 
designed to fit between the double 
frame rails on a Pro Modified car and 
tie in the center of the engine to the 
chassis for an extremely solid mount. 
Add two of our Van 55 tabs to this 
plate for ease of installation.

TMR-1156......$255.00

blown pm mid plate
Designed for our blown PM chassis 
this plate has a narrower width 
than the TMR-1156. It incorporates 
Chrysler and Chevy bolt patterns and 
has a right side starter pocket location 
plus stud holes for the Chrysler nose 
mount starter. 

TMR-1156BPM......$255.00

BloWn pm mid plate - lW
Featuring the same dimensions as 
our TMR-1156ABPM Mid Plate, this 
light weight version weighs in at only 
2.75 lbs. Add two of our Van 55 tabs 
to this plate for ease of installation.

TMR-1156ABPM-LW.......$420.00

blown pm mid plate - small hole
Designed for our blown PM chassis 
this plate has a narrower width 
than the TMR-1156. It incorporates 
Chrysler and Chevy bolt patterns and 
has a right side starter pocket location 
plus stud holes for the Chrysler nose 
mount starter. 

TMR-1156ABPM......$275.00

pro stock mid plate
This 1/4” thick aluminum plate is 
designed to be used in a Pro Stock 
type car where double frame rails are 
not necessary. It should be tied to the 
lower frame rails with tabs and a 1” 
o.d. tube at the top.

TMR-1156PS.......$225.00

Blank mid plates
These.250” thick aluminum plates measure 24” X 24” and come with bolt patterns and holes to fit most crankshaft flanges 
and right side starters.

BBC motor plates
Made from 1/4” thick 6061-T6 
aluminum, these water jet cut motor plates are the 
perfect start to your engine mounting project. Big Block 
Chevy plates are available in two sizes for narrow or 
wide tread widths.

BB to sB adapter plates
If you have a Big Block 
Chevy motor 
mount in your 
chassis and want 
to switch to a Small 
Block, this little 
adapter set will work 
perfectly. Constructed from .125” 4130 plate, 
they use a bolt in design and have been well 
tested by some of our best racers.

TMR-1179K.......$99.00

motor plate mount kit
Universal laser cut 4130 
tabs make mounting our 
front motor plates a snap. 
Fits TMR-1158 and TMR-
1159. 

TMR-1158K.......$45.00 
TMR-1159K.......$45.00

motor plate tab kit-Blown 
Front motor plate tab kit is used to mount 
the TMR-1158BPMCHVY and TMR-
BPMCHRY plates.

TMR-1153K.......$49.00

Cut from the same material as our precut motor plates, these universal front motor plates have the mounting holes and 
timing cover clearances already in place. All that is needed is to trim the outer perimeter to fit your application. All of our 
blank front motor plates measure 36” long and 11” tall. 

Blank BBf motor plate 
TMR-1158BLBBFO.......$155.00

Block protector
.125” thick 6061-T6 aluminum 
plate fits between engine and mid 
plate and is used to protect rear 
of engine block from damage due 
to a clutch or flywheel explosion.

TMR-1157.......$125.00

hemi Block protector
Also made from .125” 6061-
T6 aluminum, this block 
protector is designed for the 
Hemi blown alcohol engines. 
It has the Chrysler bolt 
pattern and provisions for a 
right side starter.

TMR-1157BPM.......$125.00

precut front motor mount plates

universal front motor mount plates

Block protectors

mid plates
TMR-1158 Wide BBC Motorplate 35-5/16” $225.00
TMR-1159 Narrow BBC Motorplate 32-1/4” $225.00

Blank sbc motor plate 
TMR-1158BLSBC.......$95.00

Blank BBC motor plate 
TMR-1158BLBBC.......$95.00

Blank BB mopar 440 motor plate 
TMR-1158BLBBMO.......$110.00

Blank BB Chevy 
TMR-1156BL.......$110.00

Blank BB mopar 
TMR-1156BLBBMO.......$175.00

Blank BB ford 
TMR-1156BLBBFO.......$175.00

aJ 481X front motor plate 
This new 
design front 
motor plate 
uses a much 
wider mounting 
flange at the 
chassis to control 
the awesome power 
of the blown alcohol Pro Mod engines. Made exclusively to fit 
the Alan Johnson 481X engine, it comes as a two-piece set to 
allow for magneto clearance.

TMR-1158BPMCHVY.......$125.00

hemi front motor plate 
Designed 
to fit the 
Chrysler 
Hemi engine, 
this plate 
uses the same 
mounting flange 
dimensions as our TMR-1158BPMCHVY plate. 

TMR-1158BPMCHRY.......$225.00

Blank Blown sm hole  
TMR-1156ABPM-BL.......$195.00
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engine limter kit
Use this kit to prevent the front to rear movement of the 
engine in high horsepower cars. Easily installs from the 
side of the engine block to the main frame rail. Designed 
to fit stock Chevy block mounts.    TMR-1256K.......$64.99

lenco mount kit
Universal kit will fit 3,4, or 5 speed Lenco transmissions. 
Easy to install but will require some fabricating and 
welding.

TMR-1177K.......$110.00
TMR-1177K-TI.......$295.00 (Titanium)

pg trans mounting kit
This kit is used to easily mount 
a Powerglide transmission to 
the chassis. Designed to slide 
down out of the way when 
changing transmissions.

TMR-1154K.......$75.00

transmission Cooler 11x8”
Well built and lightweight, 
this transmission cooler is 
designed with pipe thread 
inlet and outlets for a 
secure fit of all plumbing 
lines. Measuring in at 11” X 
8” this cooler will handle all 
the heat you can throw at it.

BMM-70266.......$110.00

TMR-1165K Drive Shaft enclosure Kit $145.00
TMR-1165KTIT-LeN Titanium DS enclosure Kit $800.00

Drive shaft enclosure kit
This 5” X .065” wall tube is designed to cover at least 
9” of the slip yoke and drive shaft. Quick pin it to the 
transmission and TMR 1180k Drive Shaft Loop (not 
included) for a solid installation. Some fabrication and 
welding needed. Includes detailed set of instructions. 
Includes 18” of 5” tubing.” NHRA 2011 RULE CHANGE: 
D/S TUBE MUST BE 12”.

B&J transmission Bracket
This bracket fits B&J transmissions. 
Request this if ordering TMR-1165K 
drive shaft enclosure kit for B&J.  
TMR-1132-BJ......$52.00 
TMR-1132T-BJ.......$175.00 (Titanium)

lenco transmission Bracket
Used for spare transmissions, this is the 
same bracket supplied with our TMR-
1165K drive shaft enclosure kit. Fits 
Lenco reverser.  
TMR-1132-LeN.......$45.00 
TMR-1132T-LeN.......$175.00 (Titanium)

lat racing pro atf
Automatic transmission fluid was developed 
specifically for today’s high performance, 
converter equipped Pro Mod cars, LAT 
PRO-ATF provides an extremely high level 
of protection in addressing high temperature 
issues.

LAT-33947-1g.......$78.00 (1 gal.)
LAT-33947-5.......$365.00 (5 gal.)

As a racing-industry leader, Tim McAmis Performance 
Parts provides racers with trackside support like no other. 
Working out of a state-of-the-art mobile performance 
warehouse and fabrication shop, the TMPP Trackside 
Support Team is able to assist racers with any kind of 
issue that may arise during an event.

From nuts, bolts, hoses and fittings to safety products, 
hood scoops and electronics, Tim McAmis Performance 
Parts has thousands of replacement products on-
site while also arranging for free delivery of orders to 
each race.  Along with VP Racing Fuels, LAT oils and 
lubricants, a Co2 filling station and shock dyno, TMPP 
Trackside Support keeps you going rounds by supplying 
service you will not find anywhere else. 

When you need it most, the highly experienced and 
qualified TMRC craftsman provide welding, fabrication 
and expert composite repair.  Additionally, certified 
technicians from Racepak, MSD, Davis Technologies and 
NW Radio can be found at the TMPP Trackside Support 
transporter to ensure that you are trouble-free when it 
comes time to pull into the water box.

OFFERING RACERS 
SUPPORT AT THE
TRACK LIKE 
NO OTHER
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Fork-Type Throw out bearing 
This fork type throw out bearing 
features a steel carrier and 
measures 2.051” in over all length 
and has a 1.750” I.D. 

NAP-N1707.......$85.00

Billet throw out bearing assembly
Created by AFT to eliminate any flex in the cross shaft linkage system, this assembly features a billet 
aluminum collar, 4340 billet fork, 4340 billet bearing carrier and a thick wall hardened shaft. Available in 

5 lengths, this unit can’t be beat for durability and reliability. 

AFT-T-B-ASSeMBLY.......$719.00

Double Clutch pivot kit
Use this convenient kit when the engine is set back so 
far that the clutch pedal shaft and bellhousing are too 
close to build the proper linkage. This kit uses 2 rods 
with a pivot assembly mounted off the transmission 
cross member to route the linkage back, over and then 
back forward to the bellhousing. Kit comes with all 
hardware and detailed instructions. 

TMR-1259K.......$119.99
TMR-1259.......$135.00 (Welded)

titanium Bell housings
Trick Titanium’s bellhousings are the gold standard for safety and weight reduction in all forms 
of racing today. With twenty years of development, these bellhousings are the choice of every 
major professional drag racing team and have proven time and again to withstand the most 
severe failures while protecting the driver and spectators. 

aluminum Bell housings
Our 6.3 Spec aluminum bellhousings are black anodized and feature thick motor and 
transmission flanges to increase durability and steel bushings inserted into all motor flange 
holes. A titanium liner and titanium adjustment slot cover are optional. Three sizes are 
available: 6-5/16”, 7-1/2”, 8-1/8” and 8-5/8”.

APO-ABeL.......$2,250.00

APO-BeL818 8-1/8” Titanium Bell Housing $4,370.00
APO-BeL858 8-5/8” Titanium Bell Housing $4,520.00

LeN-TB131011 Short - 1.300” $95.00
LeN-TB131012 Medium - 1.727” $95.00
LeN-TB131013 Long - 1.915” $95.00
LeN-TB131014 extra Long - 2.540” $95.00

Cross shaft throw out Bearings
Bearings are measured from where the fork pushes on the carrier 
to the bearing face and are 1.750” I.D. 

Collar with pickup Boss
This aluminum collar fits all of our 
throw out bearings and features 
a special boss for installing the 
sensor to monitor input shaft rpm.

LeN-TB120016.......$139.00

stuD kit
Bell Housing to Lenco (7/16”)   
TMR-1350K.......$39.95

Clutch linkage kit
The TMRC clutch linkage kit comes with all parts necessary 
to connect the pedal shaft to the bellhousing fork arm.

TMR-1258K.......$55.00

pneumatic Clutch release
This kit allows your clutch car to leave like an 
automatic. All you have to do is wire it to 
a delay box and leave off the top bulb. 
Everything is included in this kit except 
a delay box. Comes with complete 
instructions.

TMR-1047K.......$599.00

Clutch adjusting tool with light
This tool provides a handy means of adjusting the clutch 
stands and includes a bright LED light to help you see 
what you’re doing. If you’re a serious racer, you should 
definitely have one of these in your toolbox.

TMR-1339.......$89.00

Clutch switch adjuster plate
This  recent innovation from TMRC 
allows you to fine tune your clutch roller 
switch by the turn of a couple allen 
keys. clutch roller switch 
not included.

TMR-1029.......$115.00

Cross Shaft Arm
Fits AFT cross-shaft.

TMR-1117.......$80.00
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tmrC Bell housing Blue printing service
Current bell housing manufacturing processes result in unparalleled transmission 
to block side surface areas. These inconsistencies cause misalignment and 
binding due to the crankshaft and input shaft being on uneven planes. 

Increased use of converters with the 6.3 bell housing has made these issues 
more prevalent. Misalignment not only robs horsepower, but causes additional 
heat from friction while being hard on the converter pump and snout. Racers with 
alignment issues commonly report abnormal wear patterns and burnishing on the 
converter snout.

TMRC has developed a CNC blue printing process that solves the misalignment 
issues by creating equal and parallel bell housing surface areas with a zero-tolerance. The blue printing service can be 
applied to both new and existing bell housings. Call our sales team today to learn more about this service!

Clutch Disc line up shaft
This clutch disc line up shaft fits the 1 3/8” - 10 spline disc 
and is a great help when installing any clutch assembly. 
Constructed of billet aluminum.

TMR-1321.......$99.00 (0.670 Pilot Diameter)
TMR-1321A.......$99.00 (0.790 Pilot Diameter)

flatness inspector
Use this trick new device from Tim McAmis 
Performance Parts to check the flatness of 
your clutch disc of flywheel!

TMR-1343.......$179.00
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stainless pm header kit
Stainless Pro Modified Header Kit: 2.5” 18ga/.049 with 
5x5” merge collectors. Includes 8 EGT bungs, 4 U’s, 8 
J-bends.

SST-TM250PMK.......$2,250.00

funny Car zoomie kit
This weld up kit comes in mild steeel with 8 pre-bent tubes 
so headers can be fabricated for a variety of blown alcohol 
combinations. Flanges sold separately.

SMI-FC-ZOOMIe.......$395.00

stainless steel zoomie kit
This weld up kit comes with 8 pre-bent tubes so headers can 
be fabricated for a variety of blown alcohol combinations. 
Flanges sold separately. 2-1/2” X.049 diameter tubes.

SST-TMZOOMIe-1.......$525.00

header turn-up kit
5” Flanged Header Turn-
Up Kit. Adds downforce 
to the front of your 
car utilizing exhaust 
pressure instead of 
added weight.

SST-FL500K.......$495.00

stainless steel Zoomies
Stainless 2.5” Zoomies with flanges and EGT bungs. Fits 
BAE HEMI.

SST-TM250Z0C-LW.......$2,750.00

exhaust Deflector kit
If the collectors in your car 
are aimed on the firewall 
or pedal assembly these 
deflectors will fix the 
problem. 

TMR-1181.......$149.00 (4.5” Dia.)
TMR-1182.......$139.00 (5” Dia.)

ColleCtor spring taB
SST-ST100S.......$3.95

stainless ColleCtor spring
CeN-807575-S.......$8.00

racepak egt Weldment (ea.)
RAC-VP-800-TX-WeLD4.......$6.95

0 degree
VAN-30.......$13.26

10 degree
VAN-31.......$12.72

20 degree
VAN-32.......$13.26

30 degree
VAN-33.......$11.40

40 degree
VAN-34.......$14.68

Collector trim rings
These collector trim rings give a finished appearance for your side exit headers and 
also keep heat away from the paint and body. Find the header exit angle to determine 
the correct trim ring for your application.

VAN-102 BBC 2-1/2” Flange (each) $40.00
VAN-107 BAe Stage 4-6  Flange (each) $95.00
DOe-AJ481X AJ 481x Flanges (Pair) $125.00
R&M-923-305 R&M 5” Flanges (Pair) $169.95
R&M-923-307 R&M 5.2” Flanges (Pair) $175.00

MRg-5914 BBC 2-1/2” gaskets $29.95
NON-7043C BAe 3-5 Copper gaskets $55.47
BAe-4063 BAE 5 Pro Copper gaskets $59.95
BAe-4263 BAE 6 Pro Copper gaskets $59.95
R&M-7197C R&M 5.3” Copper gaskets $69.00

header flanges

header gaskets

header Bolt kit - 3/4”
Set of Sixteen. Measure 3/8”-16 X 3/4” 

MRg-919.......$10.95

header Bolt kit - 1”
Set of Sixteen. Bolts 
Measure 3/8”-16 X 1” 

MRg-917.......$12.95

header stuD kit
Black oxide chrome moly 
bolts: 3/8-5/16 X 1-1/2”. 
Kit includes the correct 
number of fasteners for your 
application.

ARP-100-1411.......$150.85
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light Weight radiator
This radiator was designed for the 
weight conscious racer who doesn’t 
want to give up cooling ability. Built 
with plastic tanks and aluminum core 
this radiator weighs in at a remarkable 
4.5 lbs.

FOR-171121253.......$149.95

aluminum radiator - no fill
Same construction as the RDR-1100-
1 but not as wide and does not have 
fill cap provisions. Works great in 
cars where hood or chassis fit is tight. 
12.75” Tall - 22” Wide - 2” Thick.

RDR-1120-1.......$620.00

aluminum radiator
For the ultimate in cooling and capacity, 
this is the radiator the pros choose. 
Built with all aluminum construction, this 
radiator comes complete with a fan and 
shroud. 1 1/4” right side hose outlets. 
12.75” Tall - 25” Wide - 2” Thick

RDR-1100-1.......$630.00
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radiator Cap w/ safety lock
NAP-703-1460.......$11.95 (10 lb.)
NAP-703-1462.......$11.95 (16 lb.)

radiator Cap
Fits FOR171121253F

FOR-443121321.......$9.95

sending unit plug
Fits FOR171121253F

NAP-7041048.......$6.95

inline radiator hose filler
1-1/4” diameter inline radiator hose filler.

MOR-63745.......$35.42

10” electric fan
TRI-14-5210B1.......$69.95

fan bracket tie kit (4)
TRI-114-5005X8.......$6.95 (Set)

electric fan Brackets
TRI-20-10304.......$0.75 (each)

1-qt overflow tank
JAZ-600-025-01.......$23.95

alum. overflow tank Bracket
VAN-82.......$12.50

radiator mount kit
TMR-1168K.......$52.00

the Drag Chiller
Designed for practice, qualifying, and race 
conditions the Drag Chiller efficiently cools hot 
race engines. Perfect for all forms of auto racing. 
Cools complete cooling system to under 60° in 5 
minutes. Compact. Easy to use and transport.-Unit 
measures 15″W x 18″D x 35″H

CRR-CRUCPPA001A.......$2,550.00

cool it transmission cooling unit
Cool It was designed with two stages of cooling 
which allow the unit to drop transmission fluid 
temperature in the shortest amount of time ever 
seen. Measures 35” Tall, 31” Wide and 18” Deep. 
Learn more about Cool It on the next page.

TMR-1373.......$2,495.00
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pro stoCk switch box
Built especially for our Pro Stock cars, this switch box 
includes a starter button and switches for ignition, fuel 
pump, lights, water, fan, computer and 2 auxiliaries.

TMR-1148.......$179.99

nitrous pro mod switch box
A nitrous Pro Modified car requires more switches than any 
other vehicle. This box was designed specifically for that 
reason. Includes a starter button and switches for ignition, fuel 
1, fuel 2, arm nos, purge, lights, water, fan, computer and 2 
auxiliaries.

TMR-1149.......$199.99

magneto kill sWitCh
This is the same switch used 
in our TMR-1150 but available 
separately. It features an extra 
wide gap and replaceable points.

WIZ-6041.......$149.99 

Blown pro mod switch box
This box is built in house by TMRC and includes a 
special wide gap kill switch to insure that current cannot 
jump across the contact points. Includes a starter 
button and switches for power, lights, computer and 2 
auxiliaries.

TMR-1150.......$289.99

hD push/pull sWitCh
Extra heavy-duty push-pull switch 
with chrome-plated metal knob. 
Mounting stem 5/8” long, 15/32” 
diameter. 75A/6 or 28V DC.

DCW-73165.......$15.95 

push button starter switch
Avaliable as single item, this push 
button switch is used in all TMRC 
switch panels.

TTS-90030.......$10.95 

nitrous pro mod Wiring kit
Use this wiring system to get rid of wiring clutter.

Includes the following:
-One 10 bay switch panel for car & N20 control.
-One 2 bay interface with clutch control.
-One 5 relay output unit for motor.
-One 5-relay output unit for dash.
-Three 9 pin 3 ft & 2 - 9 pin 10 ft. computer cables.
-4-stage nitrous controller with timers.

SPA-1000N.......$2,998.00

starter solenoid
NAP-ST82.......$32.18 

high torque starter (Chevy)
Features gear reduction for 
high cranking torque, multiple 
clocking positions, ball bearings, 
heat and moisture resistance, 
all in a lightweight, compact 
design.

CSR-100P.......$395.00 

hemi starter W/ aDapter
This starter mounts to our 
TMR-1156BPM Mid Plate and 
is designed for HEMI’s using a 
GM Flywheel. The starter has 
the same additonal features as 
the  CSR-100P.

CSR-100-108.......$550.00 

timing light terminal
DCW-7000.......$23.10

12 gang terminal strip
DCW-70022.......$9.95 

    30 amp relay
WAY-75411.......$9.95

75 amp power relay
Power relay, 12V SPST 
100 amp, four terminals, 
dual contact.

WAY-75551.......$49.38 

Continuous Duty relay
Heavy duty continuous 
duty relay works 
great for activating 
nitrous systems.

TTS-24059.......$24.95 
  30 amp relay base
WAY-75280.......$2.99

Digi-set timer kit
This kit includes a timer, 
base, and hold down 
clamps,

TMR-1390K.......$75.00 

miCrosWitCh & Cord
10 amp microswitch with spiral cord.

HUR-2483880.......$55.00 

roller Clutch switch
NeW-D4C1620.......$98.00 

wide open throttle switch
NeW-A-20gQ-B7K.......$16.95 

    shifter Ball w/ Button
TMR-1323A.......$69.95 (5/16-18 Thread) 
TMR-1323B.......$69.95 (3/8-16 Thread)

large push Button switch
SPD-941-001.......$12.51 

line lock switch
HUR-2483875.......$29.95 

momentary switch W/ Cable
Precision high quality momentary switch with a coiled 
flex cable Used on roll control devices, nitrous oxide 
systems, as a push-to-talk button on radios, or in any 
other application where an instant on/off switch is 
needed. Mounts in a 1/4” dia. hole and rated at 6 amps 
@ 28 volts DC or 125 Volts AC.

MOR-74122.......$51.00 

50 amp toggle switch
WAY-44224.......$7.95 (2-Wire)
WAY-44225.......$6.95 (3-Wire)

electric panel stand
TMR-1295.......$29.00 
TMR-1294.......$29.00 (Spg. Mend.)

low profile Cables ties
With its low profile and contoured ‘locking head’ these cable ties are safer, 
smoother and stronger than traditional cable ties. Safer because the (often 
barbed) stub is now deflected into a pocket at the rear of the head… 
more flexible because the flat lock section curves to the bundle 
contour…and stronger due to the ‘in line’ mating design 
eliminating the stress points of traditional cable ties.

We stock a number of sizes including 7, 11 and 14 
inches in 100 packs or a 7-1/2 foot kit with tooling. 

CCT-CABLeTIeS.......Staring at $6.95
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leD lights
This lightweight LED light is made to take 
place of those standard style bulb and 
socket type light for the brake light on your 
drag car.

WAY-47652.......$12.50 (1/2 Inch Light)
WAY-48003.......$12.95 (3/4 Inch Light)
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TMR-1195K Camlock Charge Lug Set $39.95
gAT-e1010-301 Camlock Female (Red) $9.50
gAT-e1010-302 Camlock Female (Black) $9.50
gAT-e1010-61 Camlock Male (Red) $12.50
gAT-e1010-62 Camlock Male (Black) $12.50

TMR-1191K Wedgelock Connector Set $59.95
gAT-039800 Wedgelock Female (Red) $14.50
gAT-039801 Wedgelock Female (Black) $14.50
gAT-039608 Wedgelock Male (Red) $18.95
gAT-039901 Wedgelock Male (Black) $18.95

Great for starter jack plugs or charge lug connectors on the 
back of the car, these can be purchased individually or as a 
set which includes two male and two female pieces.

These camlock type connectors slide in and turn to lock 
into place. Can be purchased individually or as a set which 
includes two male and two female pieces.

Wedgelock
Connectors

camlock 
Connectors

Charge lug kit
These unique connectors 
make it impossible to hook up 
incorrectly. Flush mounting with the body makes this a very 
clean and unnoticeable application. 50 amp rating.

TMR-1196K.......$21.75

125 amp Quick Disconnect
125 amp quick disconnect with 4 gauge 
cable lugs.

WAY-37707.......$26.32

kill switch W/ magneto ground
This switch incorporates two more terminals to 
ground the magneto when the switch is closed.

FLR-FR1010.......$133.80

heavy Duty Batt. Disconnect switch
SUM-g1432.......$29.95

on / off lever kit
Super heavy-duty switch with lever and 
rod will handle 250 amps continuously 
and 2500 amps for 5 seconds. 
Compatible with 12/16/24 volt 
systems.

FLR-FR1003-2.......$99.00
FLR-FR1006.......$78.19 (Lever Kit Only)

on / off switch kit (Dual)
This kit is designed for Blower cars that run two 
12 volt batteries. The engine can start on 24 volts, & 
you can charge each battery separately with a 12 volt 
charger. One switch has provisions to ground the magneto 
when shut off.

TMR-1141K-DUAL.......$375.00

on / off switch kit
Continuous duty switch is built to 
handle those long days at the track. 
Kit comes complete with mounting 
bracket, switch, rod and knob.

TMR-1141K.......$67.50

Billet switch lever
Fits SUM-G1432 disconnect switch.

TCS-C72-026.......$18.65

billet on / off knob
Constructed with 10/32 Female 
Threads and used on the TMR-
1141K On/Off Switch Kit.

TMR-1093.......$18.95

push off decal
“Push Off” Decals required by drag racing 
sanctioning bodies. Choose between a black 
or white decal when ordering. 3-1/2” wide by 
3/4” high. PFS-100.......$4.95

TMR-1052K Turbo Start Tray (6-1/2” X 10-1/4”) $95.00
TMR-1058K Dual Turbo Start Tray (13-1/4” X 10-1/4”) $125.00
TMR-1057K Delco Tray (7” X 10-1/4”) $95.00
TMR-1056K Dual Delco Tray (10-1/8” X 14-1/4”) $125.00
TMR-1059K Dual ROCK Tray (7-5/8” X 10-1/8”) $110.00

eleCtriCal - Batteries & Components
battery mounting trays
Make sure your battery is mounted securely to the chassis with our battery mounting trays. 
Available for a number of battery types in single and dual configurations. These heavy duty 
trays come with a CNC’d billet strap and bolts. (Note: Optima batteries fit in Delco Trays.) 

16v Xs power agm Battery
With a weight of 30lbs, independent 
tests have proven that the S1600 
outperforms other batteries weighing 
10-20 lbs more. 

XSP-S1600.......$269.99
XSP-1004.......$199.99 (Charger)

lp 16v lightweight battery
This battery has all the power 
you need for a 1/4 mile pass all 
at only a tick over 11 lbs. While 
it has the same dimensions 
as theTurbo-Start and XS, this 
battery offers the fastest cranking of any 16V 
on the market.

LPB-1600A.......$1,499.00
LPB-L1600ACK-1.......$1,699.00 (Battery & Charger)

lp 16v lightweight battery
The race proven Pro Mod 
battery. Excellent for cranking 
engines up to 900 ci. Full 
battery management system. 
Enough capacity for setting values, 
etc. Weighs in at 6.12 lbs and uses LP 1008 
Charger.

LPB-L925-16A.......$1,199.00
LPB-L925-16ACK.......$1,299.00 (Battery & Charger)

lp t1600 16v battery
This is a great and economical 
way to get into a lithium battery 
in drag racing without breaking 
the bank or changing your 
battery holder.

LPB-T1600.......$999.00
LPB-T1600CK.......$1,199.00 (Battery & Charger)

lp t680 16v battery
This is the same lithium pack 
that has been proven on Pro 
Mods but now with added over 
charge protection. The charger 
will disconnect if anything goes 
wrong, preventing overcharge.

LPB-T680-16.......$699.00
LPB-T680-16CK.......$899.00 (Battery & Charger)

12v lightweight battery
SMS Hi-Per 12V battery 
weighs 13lbs! The Hi-Per 
produces more power per 
pound than any battery on the 
marketand has the cranking power of wet 
cell batteries three times its size! Works with any 12V 
battery charger.

SNY-BC-10.......$170.00

lp C680 12v battery
This unit is a great replacement for 
“The Rock” battery when two are used 
together. The C680 can be quickly 
recharged with a Lithium Pros 12V lithium 
charger or any 12V AGM compatible 
battery charger.

LPB-C680.......$529.00

turBo start lW 16v battery
TurboStart’s light weight 16 volt battery 
weighs only 32 pounds. It still puts 
out 450 cold cranking amps at 0°F, 
and 550 cranking amps at 32°F.

NCB-S16VL.......$252.00
NCB-AgM25A19V. . . . . . . $225 .00 
(Sealed Batt. Charger)

the roCk Battery
The ROCK is one of the most powerful batteries in Drag Racing. A combination of two is commonly 
used to start blown alcohol cars. Totaly sealed, the ROCK can be mounted in any postition. 

ROC-AP1236.......$239.00
ROC-RC16-12V.......$399.99 (Charger)
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Data retrieval

racepak v500 Data recorder
For those who thrive on information we have the V500 data recorder. This recorder shares all 
the same capabilities as it’s smaller siblings in the V series, but it tops the charts when it 
comes to the number of channels it can support, and the amount of memory it houses. 
Additionally, the V500 contains another option not found in the other V series recorders, 
such as the ability to monitor ignition timing.

For those reasons the V500 is popular in applications such as Pro Stock drag racing, 
oval and road racing, and all forms of endurance racing. The V500 is capable of monitoring 
up to 48 channels of information. Of these, 32 will be acquired over the V-Net, 8 will be input 
through the hardwired digital ports, and 8 will be hardwired analog. There are also three sensors 
that are internally mounted within the V500, an accelerometer, a lateral G-meter, and battery voltage.

RAC-250-KT-V500SDS.......$3,200.00

racepak v300 Data recorder
The V300 can monitor engine rpm, driveshaft rpm, wide-open throttle, g-force, input shaft, 
and exhaust gas. Data can then be downloaded to a pc in your trailer. V-Net technology with 
this system allows one cable to be used to gather all the analog, exhaust gas temperature, 
and gauge information at one time.

The V300 is loaded with features. It can record up to 40 channels of information. Of 
these, 32 will be acquired over the V-Net, 4 will be hardwired analog, and 4 will be 
hardwired digital. Sampling rates are user programmable up to 100 per second, with 
the exception of the hardwired analog channels, which can sample up to 1000 times 
per second. Timing intervals are within 1/1000th of a second. These internal sensors 
include an accelerometer, a lateral G-meter, and battery voltage.

RAC-200-KT-V300SDS.......$2,286.00

racepak sportsman recorder
Introducing the all new Sportsman Data Recorder from Racepak! This new data acquisition 
system is designed to meet all of the needs of the sportsman racer, including their budget. 
This compact recorder provides up to 21 channels of data and incorporates the same V-Net 
technology used by the professionals, but in an economically-priced package. In its base 
configuration, you can record and download engine rpm, battery voltage, acceleration G’s 
and lateral G’s. After a pass, simply pull the SD memory card out, and open the information 
on your PC using Racepak’s DataLink software. No cables are required!

RAC-610-KT-SPRTMN.......$825.00

iQ3 Data recorder Dash
The IQ3 dash represents 
an entirely new concept in 
data logging dashes. By 
placing the 32 channel data 
logger, 512 MB memory 
card, GPS board and 3 axis G 
meter inside the dash, every feature of the data 
system is now located in one central location. And, when 
that 32 channel data logger is one of Racepak’s exclusive 
smart sensor type, that means that only one small cable will 
transmit the data from all the sensors to the rear of the dash.

RAC-250-DS-IQ3.......$650.00

racepak ultra Dash extreme
A display only 
model to provide 
instrumentation 
for new and 
existing V series 
data recorders. 
This model also 
features internal and external 
warning lights and a fully programmable 6 level shift 
light.

RAC-250-KT-UDX.......$650.00

pro analog box
This is the next generation Pro Analog Transducer Box which is a smaller and 
lighter version than the previous analog transducer box. Just like the past analog 
transducer box, this is an additional method of connecting analog sensors into 
the V-Net recorders. 

Each Pro Analog Box will house up to four of the Plug-In style transducer modules. The 
box is then connected to a single V-Net cable. Plug-In style transducers and adapter modules 
must be purchased separately.

RAC-230-VM-4TD.......$270.00

transducers
Transducers drop into the Pro Analog Box to measure pressure. The transducer modules 
(combination sensor and signal conditioning modules) provide direct connection to the measured 
parameter, such as fuel or oil pressure. The signal conditioning modules allow the connection of 
remote sensors, such as thermocouples or position sensors, to the data recorder. We carry a wide 
range of transducers for measuring fuel, oil, boost, temperatures and more. Call today to find out what works best for you!

RAC-810-MD.......$260.00

egt B.B. Chevy
RAC-220-VP-TC-1357B.......$700.00 (1357B Side)
RAC-220-VP-TC-2468B.......$700.00 (2468B Side)

racepak egt Weldment
RAC-VP-800TXWeLD4.......$6.95 (ea.)

shock travel kit
The kits, which are 
available for V Series or Pro Series 
recorders, each contain the 
linear shock travel sensor, 
cable, and signal conditioning 
module for one shock. An available analog channel is required for 
each wheel monitored.

RAC-280-KT-SHKTRVF.......$850.00 (0-4” Front)
RAC-280-KT-SHKTRVR.......$900.00 (0-8” Rear)

ultraDash mount kit
TMR-1043.......$55.00

egt Weld nut
RAC-TX-WNUT4.......$2.50

rpm sensor
These sensors are included with the standard 
kit for drive shaft, input shaft / clutch pick-up. 
Due to the areas of the car that these are 
located in it is a good idea to have a couple of 
spares. Unit fits the V300, V500 and PRO 1B 
recorders!

RAC-800-SS-ZX-3.......$129.00

3-prong rpm sensor
Conventional-style data recorders have dedicated 
terminals for the input of the engine RPM signals. 
This signal is sourced with a combination of a 
primary spark sensor and a fiber optic cable.

RAC-800-SS-MSC-5.......$129.00

split Collar pick up
RAC-800-CL-2M.......$45.00

v-net & interface Cables
We carry various lengths of V-Net 
and Interface cables. Starting 
from 6” to 120” and up. Please call 
for more information.

v500 Computer mount
Use to mount your V500. To 
use with V300 purchase our 
VAN-148A adapter tab. 

TMR-1044.......$24.95
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We stock an enormous supply of Fragola and Aeroquip hoses and fittings. Please call TMPP for all your plumbing needs. 

1-1/2 & 2 gallon fuel Cells
Comes with 1- #12 outlet fitting and 1- #8 
return and 1- #8 vent installed.

JAZ-220-015-01.......$317.95 (1-1/2 gal.)
JAZ-220-002-01.......$317.95 (2 gal.)

7 & 10 gallon fuel Cells
These front-mounted fuel cell are perfect for blown alcohol applications. 
Available in 2 sizes, they are injection molded plastic and do not split like the 
aluminum tanks. Both cells come with a 1-1/4” outlet and a flush mount cap.

MAS-7gAL.......$189.00 (7 gal. 17” long x 14” wide x 10” high)
MAS-10gAL.......$199.00 (10 gal. 17” long x 14” wide x 13” high)

3 gallon fuel Cell
Comes with 1- #10 outlet, 1- #8 
return and 1- #8 vent.

JAZ-220-303-01.......$321.95

aluminum fuel Cell strap
Use this .032 aluminum sheet for the 
strap with the TMR-1298K fuel cell 
mounting kit. A composite version is also 
available.

TMR-1298K-AS.......$55.00

fuel Cell straps
1” X 1/8” aluminum fuel 

cell straps fit all the JAZ 
cells we stock.

TMR-1307K.......$26.95 (1-1/2 and 2 gal.)
TMR-1308K.......$45.00 (3 gal.)

vent filters
We use these K&N filters to keep dirt 
and debris from getting into the vent 
system on the fuel cell. 1-2” required 
for gasoline #621360 is 2”o.d., 
3/4” i.d. 1-3” required for blown 
alcohol.#621390 is 3”o.d.,1-1/4” i.d.

K-N-621360.......$25.00 (1-2”)
K-N-621390.......$27.00 (1-3”)

fuel access Door
Stop taking the deck lid off every time 
you want to refill your fuel tank. These 
filler doors measure 6x6” and are 
easy to install

TMR-1247K.......$60.00
fuel Cell cap & flange (Welded)
This trick fuel cell cap easily installs on the 

top of one of our 7-10 gallon fuel cells. 
LW cap weighs less than 1/2 lb.

TMR-1297K.......$79.00
TMR-1297K-LW.......$115.00

screw on fuel Cell Cap & flange
Screw On Fuel Cell Cap & Flange. 
Cap itself weighs 3/4 lb.

TCS-C73-709.......$69.95

Cabon fuel/oil tank Cover
Use this Carbon Fiber Cover as a strap for  
your fuel cell and oil tank. Weighs 2lbs.

TMC-1311.......$215.00

7-10 gallon fuel Cell mounting kit
The kit includes 1.250 X .065 4130 tubing 
to protect the cell, .375 X .058 tubing to 
support the bottom of the cell.

TMR-1298K.......$125.00

front fuel Cell mounting kit
This kit features the required protection 
for front mounted fuel cells (1-1/4” X .065” 
tubing) and comes with all the necessary 
hardware and instructions to install it.

TMR-1300K.......$95.00

pro 3 gallon fuel Cell
Comes with 2- #12 outlets, 1- 
#8 return and 1- #8 vent.

JAZ-220-003-01.......$332.95

4 gallon fuel Cell
Low profile 4-gallon fuel cell fits 
perfectly in the front of cars where 
the hood clearance does not allow 
the use of a vertical unit. Complete 
with a #12 outlet and #8 vent fitting.

JAZ-290-104-01.......$156.95
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fuel shut off handle
Add this trick little handle to the TMR-1183K hand brake 
handle (Pg.15) for a convenient fuel shut off or for fire bottle 
activation. Fits 5/16” wide handles.

TCS-C42-508.....$65.95

tmrC Breather Cover
Use these black TMRC wrist bands to prevent 

an ugly mess caused by blow-by.

TMA-WRIST.....$5.00

aeromotive fuel pump
The A2000 flows enough fuel to support the 
world’s quickest nitrous Pro-mods on gasoline, 
and is the industry’s only fuel pump with an 
integral, true diaphragm-controlled regulator to 
dampen pressure spikes for smoother, more 
controlled flow and pressure, which results in 

more consistent ETs and win lights.

AeR-11202.....$457.88

7-10 gallon fuel Cell fitting kit
We have invested numerous runs down the track to come up with a fitting kit 
that works perfectly for the 7 - 10 gallon fuel cells. It is extremely important to 
have the cells vented and return the fuel properly so that aeration does not 
occur. Equally important is the outlet to the pump. We have designed a special 
outlet tube to prevent a very strong pump from sucking a hole in the fuel supply.

TMR-1299K.....$365.55

fuel systemsplumbing & accessories
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24 Quart oil tank
This 24-quart oil tank fits neatly 
beside the 10-gallon fuel cell 
and includes all the fittings to 
connect to any blown alcohol 
engine. Internal plumbing allows 
the return of oil with no aeration 

and smooth flow out to the pump. 
Includes a heating pad for pre-heating of 

oil. Tank dimensions - 6-1/4” wide, 13” high, 
17” long.(excluding fittings & fill cap).

TMR-1188.......$1,095.00

valve Cover vent tank
Designed to fit in the rear of the chassis, 

this valve cover vent tank has a 
1.75-gallon capacity and includes a 

bottom drain.

TMR-1189.......$450.00

vent tank
These small aluminum tanks are 
designed for many applications but 
we use them to vent the dry sump 
tank. They can be mounted to the 
side of the dry sump tank or to 
the radiator mounts. Use VAN-82 
to attach the tanks to the radiator 
mounts. Both tanks feature a 
petcock drain.

MOR-85470.......$100.51 (.357 Pipe Thread Inlet)
MOR-85465.......$103.66 (12 AN Inlet)

Dry sump tank mount kit
This mount kit was designed 

to use on carbureted engines to 
mount the dry sump tank to the 
motor plate. Some fabrication and 
welding is required.

TMR-1194K.......$75.50

oil Bypass manifold
This oil bypass manifold is designed to bolt 
directly onto the popular Plueger dry sump 
pump used on almost every blown alcohol 
engine. It loops the oil back into the engine 
through the pressure side of the pump and 
the oil is then run through the filter on its way back 
to the oil tank rather than before. This unit will also get rid of the 
oil filter restriction on the pressure side and increase oil going 
to the engine by about 20 psi.

AeL-1000.......$250.00

overflow tank
3” X 10” with 12AN.
NON-STe-5110.......$105.00

oil tank nipple
Weld-on steel nipple fits .750” I.D. 
hose. Pre-notched to fit on tubing.
TMR-1405.......$9.00

valve Cover nipple
Weld-on steel nipple fits 1.25” I.D. 
hose. Pre-notched to fit on tubing.
TMR-1406.......$12.50

aluminum tank Bracket
This tank bracket can bolt or weld to 
tanks such as the vent tanks above.

VAN-82.......$12.50

oil Cooler
With it’s “Heat Sink” design, this 
cooling unit incorporates 500 square inches of 
radiation surface for high heat transfer. Inside, a magnetized 
filter cartridge removes wear particles over 4 microns in size. 
Approximately 3’’ x 12’’and weighs 1lb.
MOR-41200.......$112.34

adhesive oil tank heater
Self-Adhesive, Peel & Stick 
Flexible Rubber Heater. 
Grounded Oil Pan/Sump 
Heater 5” X 7”” 375 Watt 120 
Volt With 60” Cord & 3 Prong 
Plug Assembly.

ARC-AOR-507gL.......$78.00

system 1 filter assembly
All TMRC blown alcohol cars use 
System One Filtration due to its 
unmatched filtering capability and 
ease of maintenance. Keeping 
a couple of spare bullets in your 
trailer will reduce the amount of 
time needed to service the engine 
between rounds.

SYS-209-512561.......$169.00

heating element
These heating elements 
perform well in oil or water and 
are available with a steel or 
aluminum weld bushing.

MOR-23980.......$95.56 (Alum.)
MOR-23990.......$95.56 (Steel)

Delivery hose
The perfect hose for fuel and oil delivery! 
Manufactured with a spiral wire between 
layers of hose so it will not interrupt flow. 
Available in two sizes, 1” is used for oil 
supply while 1.250” is suited for fuel supply 
and valve cover venting.

MCM-5727-K65.......$18.45 (1”)
MCM-5727-K68.......$20.10 (1.25”)

system 1 Billet Chassis mount 
This billet mount bolts to the chassis and 
connects the filter to hoses with #12 fittings.

SYS-221-90004-12.......$150.56

1.25” iD vent hose
USP-54252.......$5.00 (Ft)

oil Breather tank Bracket
TMR-1026.......$25.00
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LAT-20434 0w20 SAe Case 12 / 1 Qt. $239.40
LAT-20435 5w30 SAe Case 12 / 1 Qt. $239.40
LAT-20436 20w50 SAe Case 12 / 1 Qt. $239.40
LAT-22466-4g 50wt Case 4 / 1 gal. $220.00
LAT-20497-4g 70wt Case 4 / 1 gal. $220.00

LAT-20478-4g 0w2 Case 4 / 1 gal. $360.00
LAT-20497-4g 0w5 Case 4 / 1 gal. $360.00

LAT-31231-1 75w140 Quart $20.95
LAT-31264-1 85w110 Quart $15.50

LAT-20465 20w50 SAe Break-in Oil Case 12 / 1 Qt. $131.40
LAT-20466 5w30 SAe Break-in Oil Case 12 / 1 Qt. $131.40
LAT-32198-4g Pro-15wt Case 4 / 1 gal. $231.80

LAT-32198-4g LFR engine Oil Additive 12oz. Bottle $16.95

racing oils

ultra light viscosity racing oils

gear oils

Break-in

additives

oil systems

system 1 billet Chassis mount tab
Constructed from 4130, .125” thick.  
VAN-87.......$8.80

rear vent hose pipe
Ties 1.25” Hose to Chassis
TMR-1404.......$12.95

lat racing lubricants
LAT Racing Oils are the next generation in maximum 
performance Synthetic Racing Oils, Synthetic 
Performance Oil, High Performance Petroleum 
based oil, Break In Oil, Assembly Lubes, Synthetic 
Oil Additives and Gear Lubricants. Over the past 
several seasons LAT RACING OILS have become 
the lubrication of choice for race teams around the 
globe.

oil Breather tank
Designed for use 
with blown alcohol 

combinations and to fit 
upright in the rear of the chassis, 
this oil breather tank includes a 
1.5-gallon capacity, exhaust tube 
and  bottom drain.

MOR-657.......$495.00
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universal Weight Bar kits
TMPP universal weight bar kits come with a 
fabricated bar and that allows you trim it to 
appropriate length and then install the 
bushings and caps.

2” X 2” X 24”  kit
TMR-1121-1K.......$80.00 

2” X 3” X 36”  kit
TMR-1121-2K.......$89.00

Weight Bar and tab kit
This TMPP weight bar kit measures 2” X 2” X 20” 
with mounting holes located on 16” centers. 
When filled with lead shot the weight bar 
weighs 19lbs. Kit includes heavy-duty 
weld tabs and bolts.

TMR-1121K.......$105.00

Weight Bar Weld tab
1/2”-13 Thread

TMR-1122.......$14.50

Weight Bar Weld tab
VAN-57.......$3.60

Weight Bar Bushings
TMR-1120.......$9.50

5 lB. lead puck
TMR-PUCK.......$19.95

25 lb. lead shot Bag
TMR-SHOT.......$65.95

Weight Bar
This 2” X 2” X 20” weight bar is the same bar 
that comes in the TMPP Weight Bar Kit. It has 
mounting holes located on 16” centers and 
weighs 19 lbs. when filled with lead shot.

TMR-1121.......$69.00

Weight Bar Clamp
All CNC billet aluminum construction. 
Eliminates welded weight bar tabs to your 
chassis and lets you add the weight where 
you want it. Fastens directly to chassis and 
still works with your exsisting weight bars. 
Stainless Steel fasteners included. The 
small  weight bar clamp fits 1-1/4”-1-3/8” tubing. 
The large  weight bar clamp fits 1-1/2”-1-5/8” tubing.

TMR-1033.......$49.95 (Small )
TMR-1034.......$49.95 (Large)

Dual nitrous Bottle mount
Constructed to be lightweight and 
meet all sanctioning body specs, 
this dual bottle mount slips into two 
sleeves on the chassis and attaches 
at the top with two quick pins.

TMR-1091.......$325.00
TMR-1091K.+...$159.00 (Unwelded)

titanium single nitrous Bottle mount
This precision crafted piece features billet 
knobs, a light-weight aluminum top ring, trimlock 

to protect against bottle scratches, and weighs 
in at a mere 1.9 pounds which includes its 

mounting hardware. Additionally, the mount 
can be constructed to contain a ten or 

fifteen pound bottle.

TMR-1091SNg-T.......$495.00

single  nitrous Bottle mount
TMR-1091SNg.......$225.00

Dual nitrous Bottle Back Brace
TMR-1091BB.......$16.95

#6m + #6f/m swivel
FRA-495005.......$10.33

1/4” npt Brass
Bulkhead Coupler
NAP-1344.......$9.99

1/4” npt female to 1/8” npt male 
Brass fitting adapter
NAP-3200X4X2.......$4.95

nitrous Bottle mount kit
TMR-1091MNT.......$109.00

aluminum nos valve handle
This trick aluminum handle is used on 

#MCM49355K22 NOS ball valve. 
Valve not included.

TMR-1077K.......$19.95

Quick Disconnect Coupler
Connect with bottle nut, part 
number IDS-19806-QD.

NON-19805.......$95.00

Quick Disconnect Bottle nut
Use this bottle nut with Quick Disconnect couple 
part number IDS-19805. This quick disconnect 
coupler is a true self locking coupling that provides 
quick one-handed operation for applications where 
short connect/disconnect time of pressurized systems is of the essence.

NON-19806-QD.......$42.50

nos valve Bracket
This laser cut 4130 tab fits the stainless ball 

valve exactly and makes the mounting of it 
much easier.

VAN-91.......$4.02

15 lb. nitrous Bottle extensions
TMR-1091-15.......$52.00

6 an nitrous lines

nitrous Burst plates
Required safety blow off for all nitrous manifolds. 
Only one is required but two is suggested to exhaust 
enough air in case of a nitrous explosion.

WAT-440555.......$235.00 (Pair)
WAT-440155.......$59.00 (Panel Replacement)

nitrous Bottle Warmer
Electric nitrous bottle warmers. Dual Voltage: 
120VAC, 12VDC, 13.8VDC, 16VDC.

ARC-AN-719-B.......$165.00 (10lb.)

3/8” stainless steel Ball valve
This stainless steel ball valve works great 

for an inline shutoff on your nitrous lines. Teflon 
seals are leak-proof and durable.

MCM-49355K22.......$55.00

NOS-15400 1 Foot $31.99
NOS-15410 2 Foot $35.19
NOS-15420 4 Foot $43.63
NOS-15430 6 Foot $47.00
NOS-15450 8 Foot $51.75

nitrous aCCessories
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shift tower
This tower shifter was designed using the 
Lenco pneumatic shift buttons and is available 
for 3, 4 or 5 speed transmissions.  The kit 
comes with the attachment sleeve and quick 
pin for easy removal during transmission 
swaps. Shift buttons sold separately. 

TMR-1192-3.......$129.00 (3-Speed)
TMR-1192-3T.......$250.00 (3-Speed TI)
TMR-1192-4.......$129.00 (4-Speed)
TMR-1192-5.......$129.00 (5-Speed) 2.5 lB. C02 Bottle

It’s not a bad idea to keep an extra CO2 bottle 
in the trailer for those times in between rounds 
when you just don’t have time to refill one. 2.5 
pound cylinder can not be shipped full.

SUP-2D203.......$98.00
TCS-C72-088.......$8.95 (O-Ring Seal)

air Clutch release
This kit allows your clutch car to leave like an automatic. 
All you have to do is wire it to a delay box and leave off 
the top bulb. Everything is included in this kit except a 
delay box. Comes with complete instructions.

TMR-1047K.......$599.00

pneumatic air switch
This is a air operated electric switch. It has 
one input terminal & two out terminals. 
N.O. & N.C. Use with AFT-KQLO332 
fitting to connect to air line.
AFT-CPS-2.......$49.95

lenco rear mount shifter Bracket
TMR-1193-RBRACKeT.......$75.00Billet shifter extension

One of the latest innovations from Tim 
McAmis Performance Parts, this billet 
shifter assembly features multiple 
adjustment points for the shifter 
and mounts to the back of your 
transmission. The adjust-ability 
of the unit increases comfort, 
consistency and safety for your 
driver.

TMR-1015.......$189.00

n.p.t. Quick exhaust valve
Super quick exhaust works great if you 
have a slow acting cylinder. Diaphragm 
opens when pressure is released.

JHF-Qe3.......$28.05 (3/8”)
JHF-SQe-1.......$22.26 (1/8”)

Co2 regulator
150-lb. or 250-lb. pre-set regulator is 
the same one that is included with our 
air clutch kits.

CCC-58228-150.......$79.50 (150 lb.)
CCC-57228-250.......$89.00 (250 lb.)

air Cylinder Clamp
Used to mount air cylinder JHF-093LS1D.

TMR-1101.......$22.00

electric solenoid valves
Valve option one can be used when 
electric is needed to control air pressure. 
0-125 p.s.i., 3 ports, 1/8” NPT. 12 volt. Our 
second valve can be used when electric is 
needed to control air pressure. 0-125 p.s.i., 
3 ports ,1/4” NPT. 12 volt.

JHF-310-12VDC.......$49.95 (3 Port 1/8” N.P.T.)
JHF-320-12VDC.......$74.95 (3 Port 1/4” N.P.T.)
JHF-410-12VDC.......$79.95  (4 Port 1/8” N.P.T.)

pneumatic valves
Brass, stainless steel Function: 2 way or 
3 way valve Medium: Air, water, oil Force 
RFQ: 38 oz Max Pressure: 300 Flow @ 
50 psi: 14 Flow @ 100 psi: 25 Stem Travel: 
1/8 Used As: Normally Closed Mounting: 
15/32-32 thread Buttons: Bush button actuators Port 
size: 1/8 npt threads Temperature: Minus 20 to 230 F 
Seal: Buna-N Finish: Bright brass.

CLI-MJV2.......$23.94 (2 Way)
CLI-MJV3.......$25.15 (3 Way)

3 Way toggle valve
3-Way Toggle Valve, 1/8ö Ports Max 
Psi: 300 psi Temperature Range: 32 to 230 
F Ports: 1/8” NPT Weight: 0.3000 Travel Arc: 
50 degrees Flow: 25 scfm@ 100 psig Force: 2 1/2 oz. 
Nominal.

CLI-MJTV3.......$32.32

4-3/8” Billet Bottle mount
Bottle mount to be used with SUP-2D203 
CO2 bottle.

TCS-C72-108.......$54.95

Bar mounts
TCS-C72-302.......$40.65 (1”)
TCS-C72-307.......$40.65 (1-5/8”)

pneumatic staging Controller
This is a neat system for staging 
a blown alcohol engine. It uses 
pneumatic and electric controls to 
accurately hold the throttle at the 
preset stage rpm until the clutch 
or trans brake is released. 2-Step 
pictured.

TMR-1048K.......$495.00 (2-Step)

offset shifter mount
The offset shifter mount moves standard mounting 
location on your lenco style shifter forward six 
inches to give you more room in the car for 
comfortably. All CNC machined made from 
6061 aluminum.

TMR-1038.......$79.95

pneumatic shift Button
LeN-AS130500.......$110.00

aluminum shifter Button
B&J-050B.......$129.00

pneumatic shifters
If you like pulling levers on your Lenco Transmission 
but want the ease and consistency of pneumatics, 
TMPP has the answer. Track tested PrOVeN for 
10+ years with no failures.

TMR-1193-3LW.......$450.00 (3-Speed LW) 
TMR-1193-3.......$450.00 (3-Speed)
TMR-1193-4.......$525.00 (4-Speed)
TMR-1193-5.......$595.00 (5-Speed)
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pneumatic hose & fittings
We stock an enormous supply of pneumatic hoses and fittings. 
From simple unions to pipe connectors, branch tee’s and nylon 
hose by the foot, TMPP has whatever you need to plumb your 
car professionally. For a full listing, check out www.timmcamis.
com where you can shop securely online 24/7 or call (636) 
338-4912.

air cylinders
Use these air cylinders to operate simple functions on your car.

040.5D ¾” bore, ½” stroke double acting, 1/8” npt ports, 5/8-18 
mounting threads, ¼-28 rod threads.
JHF-040.5-D.......$39.95

093D, 1-1/16” bore, 3” stroke, double acting, 1/8”npt ports. 5/8-
18 mounting threads, 5/16-24 rod threads.
JHF-093-D.......$39.95

091.5D 1-1/16” bore, 1.5” stroke, double acting 1/8”npt ports, 
5/8-18 mounting threads,5/16-24 rod threads.
JHF-091.5-D.......$49.95

3/4” bore cylinder,3” stroke,150 p.s.i., double acting air return, 
dual 1/8” n.p.t.inlets, 1/4-28 threaded ends.
JHF-043DXDe.......$59.00

1-1/16” bore cylinder, 3” stroke, 150 p.s.i., 12 volt, 1/8” N.P.T. 
inlet., Spring return. 5/16-24 threaded end.
JHF-093LS1D.......$125.00 

3/4” bore cylinder, 3” stroke ,150 P.S.I.,12 volt,1/8” N.P.T. inlet, 
Spring return,1/4-28 threaded end.
JHF-043LS1D.......$133.00
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low Back fiberglass seat
This low back fiberglass seat 
is a very comfortable and 
less expensive than our 
carbon fiber seat. Seat 
measures 21-1/2” 
tall X 16” wide X 15” 
deep.

TMC-1261.......$165.00

seat frame kit
Use this seat frame kit to mount 
the TMC-1261 seat. Comes with 
detailed instructions.

TMR-1245K.......$115.00

seat Belt tab kit
Kit comes with 10 tabs & 7/16 
hardware to safely install your 
new belts.

TMR-1252K.......$35.00

headrest kit
This headrest kit welds to the funny car 
cage and is fully adjustable. Kit comes 
with headrest, quick pin and vinyl cover 
with foam.

TMR-1262K.......$65.00

Door seat kit & pad
Removable door X seat kit with pad. 
Improves comport and visibility when 
towing car through the pits.

TMR-1254K.......$99.00

Carbon fiber seat pad
This seat pad snaps in to our 
carbon fiber seat and features 
1/2” thick foam and fire resistant 
vinyl covering. Available in black 
only.

JAI-102.......$169.00

racetech head restraint seat
Racetech seats are the world’s lightest FIA approved head 
restraint seats. While offering superior comfort and safety 
using a Carbon/Kevlar construction, these seats are Hans 
device compatible, suitable for 6 or 7-point harnesses 
and feature removable support cushions. With Racetech 
seats, there is no need to install lateral head restraints 
or a fitted seat insert, as they are built to exceed safety 
requirements. 

RCT-RT-4009-WHRV.......$2,190.00
RCT-RT-9119-HR.......$3,990.00 (Carbon/Kevlar)

sfi roll Bar padding
SFI 45.1 roll bar padding comes in 3’ 
lengths and is 3/4” thick. This padding 
should be installed anywhere inside 
the funny car cage that can be contacted 
by the drivers helmet while strapped in the car. 
It usually requires at least 3 pieces to do one car. 
Peel & stick, and can be bent by heating.

fiberglass pro seat
Our popular C/F pro seat is now available in fiberglass with a 
gray gel coat finish.

Carbon seat frame
Kit comes with easy to 
follow instructions and 
all necessary hardware.

Carbon fiber seat
All of our carbon fiber and fiberglass parts are made in house 
and hand laid for superior strength to weight ratio. This carbon 
fiber seat will fit most chassis designs and is very easy to install.

TMC-1263 27” Tall x 19” Wide x 15” Deep 5 lbs. $250.00
TMC-1263N 27” Tall x 17” Wide x 15-1/2” Deep 5 lbs. $250.00 BSC-78001 Fits 1-5/8 -2” Tube $29.95

BSC-78001-1 Fits 3/4” to 1-1/8” Tube $25.00

TMR-1246K Fits TMC-1260 $125.00
TMR-1246FLK Fits TMC-1260FL $125.00

TMC-1260 27” Tall x 19” Wide x 14” Deep 4.5 lbs. $350.00
TMC-1260N 27” Tall x 17” Wide x 14” Deep 4 lbs. $350.00

seats
 mounting &

Carbon fiber flanged seat
This seat has a 
1” flange around 
the edge for 
added strength. 
Dimensions are 
29” tall, 23.5” wide 
at the top & 18.5” 
wide at the bottom. 
Weighs just 2.9 pounds!

TMC-1260FL.......$650.00

Carbon fiber pro seat
All of our carbon fiber 
and fiberglass parts 
are made in house 
and hand laid for 
superior strength to 
weight ratio.Seat 
measures 32.5” tall 
X 18.5” wide X 14” 
deep and weighs 
4.5lbs.

TMC-1264.......$350.00

accessories
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pour-in seat kit
The ISP pour in place seat kit is 
inherently self extinguishing in 
the event of a fire and it will not 
melt or drip when exposed 
to a flame. In comparison 
to other materials used 
for seat inserts, such 
as bead seats, which 
melt and deform when 
exposed to temperatures 
around 250 F. 

ISP-1002.......$600.00

lateral head support Clamp kit
Includes the hardware necessary to 
mount a Head Support Pad. 

TMR-1017K.......$39.00 (1-1/4”)
TMR-1018K.......$39.00 (3/4”)
TMR-1019K.......$39.00 (1”)

lateral head supports
7 inch tall/wide supports will offer 
much more protection side to side, 
behind and over head. EIS W50 
meets and exceeds the SFI 45.2 specification 
for materials used in energy management for 
occupant protection in motorsports.

ISP-1016.......$475.00
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3-port fire nozzle
PHO-206011.......$15.00

fire Bottle Cables
SSI-4CA.......$40.00 (4 ft.)
SSI-15CA.......$52.00 (15 ft.)

manual fire system
Safety Systems is regarded as 
one of the finest fire suppression 
systems in the business. These 
systems come with a 4’ cable, 
nozzles and complete instructions.

SSI-RC500.......$475.00 (5 lb.)
SSI-RC1000.......$675.00 (10 lb.)

fire system Bottle mount kit
Note: 2 kits required for SSI-

RC2000 (20 lb. Fire System).

TMR-1286K.......$65.00 (5 lb.)
TMR-1287K.......$74.95 (10 lb.)

Cold fire extinguisher
Cold Fire a super effective fire 
suppressant that extinguishes 
fires quickly & safely, and 
leaves surfaces cool to the 
touch…without leaving a 
toxic mess! Fire Fighting 
Professionals have trusted 
Cold Fire for years. Now 
for the first time ever due to 

its effectiveness and ease of use, 
it’s being made available for driver 
protection.

NON-CFSeSPRAYCAN.......$19.99

Dual 10 lB. fire Bottle 
mount kit
TMRC’s new aluminum 
dual 10lb fire bottle mount 
kit. This kit comes with 
everything that you will 
need to mount your bottles 
between your rear frame 
rails.

TMR-1288AK.......$115.00

fire Bottle handle kit
Use this kit when mounting your dual fire bottle system. All the tabs 
and hardware you find in this kit will make installation quick and 
easy for your new car or updating the current system. Designed to 
work with PN# SSI_RC2000. This is the handle kit only.

TMR-1086K.......$48.00

20 lB. fire system
This 20 lb. system was designed to meet 
the IHRA and NHRA requirements for Pro 
Modified. Complete with two 10 lb. bottles, 
actuator heads and 15-foot cables. All you 
need to do is add our TMR-1288AK bottle 
mounting kit and our TMR-1290K fire bottle 
plumbing kit and you will have everything 
necessary to put a great fire system in your 
car.

SSI-RC2000.......$1,150.00

fire Bottle plumbing kit
Most racing associations require 
the use of 1/4” steel line in the fire 
system. This kit comes complete 
with 20 feet of stainless steel line, 
weld on tabs, nozzles and line 

clamps.

TMR-1290K.......$185.95

fire system electric Disconnect kit
In the event that the fire system is activated, the 
TMRC 1292K system will shut 
off the master disconnect 
switch. Comes with air 
cylinder, mounting tab, 
switch lever, hard line, 
and fittings. “System 
must be plumbed to fire 
system line: Mandatory 
for NHRA, IHRA, ADRL 
in various classes.”

TMR-1292K.......$115.00

Cf fire Bottle handle
This light weight carbon fiber fire bottle handle 
can be used in place of our standard TMR-1086 
handle while offering a 44% decrease in weight.

TMR-1086C.......$45.00
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simpson 7 point restraint
7-Point Individual Shoulder Belt 
Harness Bolt In individual shoulder 
harness (18”) Lap belt has pull up 
adjustments on right and left 
side bolt in towards bolt in 
bracket Formula style sub-
belts with additional sub 
belt to make 7th position. Available 
in black or black with platinum lap 
belt.

SIM-29518BK.......$289.95 (Black)
SIM-29518P.......$299.95 (Platinum)

simpson lW 7 point restraint
Light weight Simpson “Platinum Plus” 
7 Point Restraint Belts. These are 
standard on all cars built in-
house at TMRC.

SIMLUC.73BALW.......$425.00

simpson Camlock restraint
These belts feature separate 
shoulder straps and are camlock 
release. Required to be re-certified 
every 2 years.

SIM-29110BK.......$249.95

helmet eject system
Eject® Helmet Removal System is a 
small air bladder that fits easily into any 
helmet, without changing its fit or feel. 
In the event of a crash, First Responders 
can help reduce the risk of secondary neck or spine 
injuries by inflating the Eject System, which gently lifts the 
helmet off a driver’s head. Required in most sanctioning bodies.

NON-eJeCT.......$59.99

stroud engine Diapers
Most sanctioning bodies 
have seen the light and 
are requiring engine 
ballistic restraints for 
their classes of racing. 
We have seen many 
chassis that were not 
repairable due to the engine breaking at the 
finish line and putting oil under the rear tires. It seams 
like a small price to pay when you consider the cost of a 
chassis repair. Available in Nylon or lightweight Kevlar.

SSe-1001.......$535.00 (Nylon)
SSe-1020-M.......$1,045.00 (Kevlar)

stroud transmission Blankets
Nylon and Kevlar blankets are designed to keep the 
driver protected in case of a fatal transmission error. 
These blankets offer great protection and have built in 
handle straps for lifting.

SSe-510 Lenco 3 SPD Blanket - Nylon $283.00
SSe-510K Lenco 3 SPD Blanket - Kevlar $693.00
SSe-511 Lenco 4 SPD Blanket - Nylon $325.00
SSe-511K Lenco 4 SPD Blanket - Kevlar $730.00
SSe-512 Lenco 5 SPD Blanket - Nylon $367.00
SSe-512K Lenco 5 SPD Blanket - Kevlar $882.00

taylor engine Diapers
Taylor Motorsports 
Lower Engine 
Restraints are the 
best fitting and lightest 
diapers on the market 
today. Because there 
are different engine 
block-oil pump-dry sump 
combinations, this is not a 
“one size fits all.” Each unit is 
made to order, to fit your motor tightly. Designed for easy 
installation and removale and equipped with removable 
fire retardant absorption liners.

TAY-001N.......$729.00 (Nylon)
TAY-001K.......$925.00 (Kevlar)

Custom Window nets
We offer window nets to fit our vertical and 
horizontal mount kits. Vertical measures 21” 
long at the front, 18” long at the rear and is 12” 
wide. The Horizontal net measures 27-1/2” high 
at the front, 22” high at the rear and is 12-1/2” 
wide. 

SSe-505V.......$85.00 (Vertical Loops)
SSe-505H.......$85.00 (Horizontal Loops)
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single parachute mount kit
Fabricated from lightweight 3/8” 
X .049 4130 tubing, this kit comes 
with all the material and hardware 
to mount one parachute. Some 
fabrication and welding required.

TMR-1166K.......$125.00

Carbon fiber parachute handle
This light weight carbon fiber parachute handle 

can be used in place of our standard TMR-1083 
handle and offers a 26% decrease in weight.

TMR-1083C.......$45.00

parachute release handle
Aluminum parachute handle is 
standard equipment on all 
our cars.

TMR-1083.......$25.00

Dual air Boss 10’ Chutes/launchers
Pneumatic Launcher Style. Designed for 
applications where a launcher style chute 
is necessary. Four Kevlar lines for added 
protection. Manufactured in the USA.

SIM-42042BK.......$1,649.00

lW 8’ simpson parachute
These light weight 8’ 
parachutes feature Kevlar 
lines and weigh in at a mere 7 
lbs. Deployed with pilot chute 
(included) and black in color.

SIM-42038BK.......$549.95

stroud safety spring launcher parachute
Available in either mechanical or pneumatic styles, the chute 

launcher completely does away with pilot chutes and their 
inherent problems. It is especially effective on the 

1/8 mile courses, as it is not speed dependent 
like a pilot chute system. The mechanical 

system is spring deployed using a regular 
pull handle. It is ideal for cars that do not 
have an onboard air system. For those cars 

that have onboard air, or wish to, then the 
Stroud pneumatic chute launcher is ideal! It is 

lighter and easier to use than the spring launcher. 

SSe-430WL-SPR.......$770.00
SSe-430WL-AIR.......$770.00

stroud parachute
Stroud Safety manufactures some of 
the finest parachutes in the industry. 
Available in a variety of options and 
colors. Choose air or spring launcher 
option for the ultimate in stopping power. 

simpson pilot Chute replacement
SIM-42085.......$99.95

10’ & 12’ simpson parachute
Simpson chutes come with a 10’ or 12’ 
canopy and are available in black, blue or 
red. Use 2 chutes for cars going 190 mph +.

SIM-42020BK.......$349.95 (10’)
SIM-42060BK.......$449.95 (12’)

parachute release handle (air)
Aluminum parachute handle is standard 

equipment on all our cars with an 
air supported parachute release 

system.

TMR-1083.......$25.00

Carbon fiber parachute handle (air)
This light weight carbon fiber parachute 

handle can be used in place of our 
standard TMR-1084 handle and 

offers a 26% decrease in weight.

TMR-1084C.......$45.00

aluminum half Clamp
TCS-C73-375.......$9.00

Quick release Ball Joint ends
TCS-842.......$7.95 (10-32)
 HUM-29104.......$9.95 (1/4-28)

Clevis ends
HUM-29025.......$6.95 (1/4-28)
TCS-845.......$9.80 (10-32)

Quick release Cable Clamp
TCS-846.......$10.15

3/16” Bore-10/32” thread rh
FKB-CF3.......$3.46

Dual Divided parachute frame
TMR-1082V4.......$71.00

parachute spring Crank
TMR-1312.......$55.00 (15/16” Socket)
TMR-1312A.....$55.00 (3/4” Socket)

remove before flight flag W/ pin
SSe-475.......$17.00

Ball Joint 10-32fm to 1/4-28
MCP-QD187-3-4.......$6.95

Dual parachute mount kit
Fabricated from slightly larger tubing 
than our single mount kit, this kit comes 
with everything necessary to mount 
dual chutes to your race car. Some 
fabrication and welding necessary.

TMR-1167K.......$195.00
TMR-1167K-TI.......$750.00

parachute Cable release kits
These kits include all the pieces from the 
handle to the chute for proper release. Cable 
length is 15’ and is cut on one end.

TMR-1187K.......$85.95
TMR-1187KDUAL.......$129.95

release Cables
We stock a huge 
supply of cables that 
can be used anywhere 
on the car from throttle 
linkage and fuel shut off 

to parachute release.

parachute swing arm release
If you have seen any of our cars at the 
track, you’ve had to see this trick parachute 
release system. Designed to clean up the 
old style way of releasing chutes, this kit is 
easy to assemble and will provide flawless 
parachute release time after time. Note: 
You must order specific length cables for 
this system. Please see the list below 
for available cables. Specify Simpson or 
Stroud chutes.

TMR-1169K-1.......$75.00 (Single)
TMR-1169K.......$149.50 (Dual)

TCS-C93-96 8 FT. $42.13
TCS-C93-108 9 FT. $43.10
TCS-C93-120 10 FT. $50.55
TCS-C93-132 11 FT. $51.65
TCS-C93-144 12 FT. $52.75

TCS-C93-156 13 FT. $53.85

TCS-815-15 15 FT. CUT eND $39.95

SSe-400 Super Comp. $325.00
SSe-410 Super gas $365.00
SSe-420 Comp Eliminator $395.00
SSe-430 Pro Stock $415.00

paraChutes
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Carbon fiber element Wing

A new product in 2012, this element wing 
is constructed entirely of carbon fiber 
and weighs in at just over 8.5 lbs. Unlike 

other wings on the market which are made 
with a carbon fiber skin over a metal frame, 

this design from TMPP which was produced by 
Velocity Composites features an ultra-rigid carbon 

fiber support structure, skin, spill plates and mounting 
points all of which contribute to making the wing 
the lightest and strongest in its class. Each wing 
is built to order and the mounting centers can be 
made to span the width of any application, so please 
specify when ordering. Along with the weight savings 
and strength, customers receive the unsurpassed quality 
and detail that goes into each component produced by 
Velocity Composites and Tim McAmis Performance 
Parts

TMC-1249C.......$3,400.00

‘67-’69 Carbon fiber Wing
Designed to fit our ‘67 Camaro, ‘67 Camaro 
Roadster, ‘68 Firebird and ‘69 Camaro bodies 
and offers less drag and lighter weight than 

conventional wings. Overall weight: 4 lbs.

TMC-2188C-SW-16.......$1,195.00

‘67 mustang Carbon fiber Wing
The ‘67 Mustang wing is constructed from carbon fiber, core 
and epoxy. The ‘67 Mustang wing is designed for use on our 
‘67 Pro Modified Mustang and offers less drag and lighter 
weight than conventional wings.  The wing comes with tall 

spill plates. Overall weight: 5lbs.

TMC-2208C.......$1,295.00

‘68-v4 Carbon fiber Wing
The 68 Camaro V-4 wing is constructed from carbon fiber, core and epoxy. The 
V-4 Carbon wing is designed for use on our 68 V-4 Pro Modified Camaro’s and 
offers less drag and lighter weight than conventional wings. Overall weight: 4lbs.

TMC-2098C-V4-SW.......$1,195.00

‘68-v4 Carbon fiber Wicker Bill
Carbon Fiber wicker bill for your TMRC Version 4 

Camaro body. The Wickerbill has a double sided high 
gloss carbon weave finish for easy paint or to show of the 

carbon finish. Weight: 0.75 lb

TMC-2098C-V4-SW-WB.......$395.00

tmrC pro Wing kit
Made from .060 thick aluminum, these kits come complete with wing, spill 
plates, hinge, strut kit and stainless hardware. Designed to fit the ‘57 Chevy , 
‘63 Corvette, ‘67 Chevy II Nova, ‘68-’69 Camaro,’69-’70 Nova, ‘93 Mazda RX-7, 
‘94-’95 Lumina, ‘95-’96 Olds Cutlass, ‘95-’98 Thunderbird, ‘97-’98 Probe, ’95-
’02 Camaro/Firebird and the  ‘03 Corvette. If your model is not listed please call 
one of our sales associates to check availability.

TMR-1250K.......$455.00

aluminum Wing mounting kit
You may have seen this aluminum mount on some of our Pro Modified cars. It is 
designed using two 24” x 24” x 1/4” plates and has to be trimmed to fit the body. 
(Shown with plates after trimming in photo.) The TMPP Aluminum Wing Mounting 
Kit comes complete with all hardware and detailed instructions for installation.

TMR-1301K.......$475.00

tube Wing mounting kit
This kit does the same job as our 
aluminum mount but uses 4130 
tubing much like a top fuel wing is 
mounted. Kit is complete with all 
hardware and instructions.

TMR-1302K.......$450.00

‘68 Camaro Deck Wing hardware kit
This kit includes a fully adjustable wicker bill, 

two pre-bent spill plates & all the hardware to mount 
both. Designed to fit our 68 Narrow body. 

TMR-1304K.......$199.00

‘68-v4 aluminum Wicker Bill
Use this pre-fit aluminum wicker 
bill on your 1968 V4 Camaro wing.

TMR-2098A-WB.......$45.00

Wing support kit
Available separately, this kit has 
the same adjustable wing struts 
that come with our wing kit.

TMR-1251K.......$179.00

aluminum 
piano hinge

1-1/2” wide x 72” long 
aluminum hinge used for 

mounting deck wings.

AUS-A702.......$12.95

Wing strut mount
TMR-1408.......$9.95

W
ings & aCCessories
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oval hood scoop
Perfect fit for single or dual carburetors and for engines up to 650 
cubic inches. Designed with a full round opening it is guaranteed to 
give you plenty of airflow and the least amount of aerodynamic drag. 
Measures 48.25” long at the top-12” high at the front-5.5” high at the 

rear-17” to 18” wide across the base- the opening is 9” in dia. and it 
has a 2” wide lip around the bottom. Weight: 5 lbs.

TMC-1275.......$275.00

large oval hood scoop
Super large oval opening is sure to give even the largest engine plenty of airflow. Used on 
most of today’s big cubic inch Pro Mod and Pro Stock racecars. Measures 51.187” 
long at the top-12.375” high at the front-7.75” high at the rear-17” to 17.75” 
wide across the base-the opening is 10.75” tall x 9.5” wide and it has a 2” 
wide lip around the bottom. Weight: 6 lbs. 

We also offer a light weight version constructed entirely of carbon 
fiber and epoxy using our latest in advanced vacuum technology to 
ensure the lightest, strongest and most durable part with amazing 
cosmetics. Our light weight version measurments are the same, but 
offers a 30% weight savings!

TMC-1276.......$275.00
TMC-1276LW.......$850.00

oval hood scoop plug
Keep dirt and debris out of your 
scoop with these trick carbon fiber 
scoop plugs. Fits TMC-1275 scoop.

TMC-1275P.......$37.50

scoop Dzus stand kit
Use this kit to attach the scoop to the 
carbs or intake manifold. Available 
with 5/16-18 threads only.

TMR-1238K.......$45.00

hood scoop support rod kit
This scoop support rod kit is designed to 

mount the scoop to the motor plates 
with quick release fasteners. It 
comes with tubing that bolts to the 

isolator tray and adjustable rods that 
attach to the front motor plate and the 

mid plate with ball-lock fasteners. With 
this kit it is not necessary to use Scoop 

Dzus Stand Kit.

TMR-1224K.......$169.95

large oval hood scoop plug
Keep dirt and debris out of your scoop with 
these trick carbon fiber scoop plugs. Fits 
TMC-1276, TMC-1276-68, TMC-1276LW 
and TMC-1276LW-68 scoops.

TMC-1276P.......$37.50

Combo hood scoop plug
Keep dirt and debris out of your 
scoop with these trick carbon fiber 
scoop plugs. Fits TMC-1277 scoop.

TMC-1277P.......$37.50

isolator tray: Carbon fiber
Give your scoop the perfect seal with our Carbon Fiber Isolator Tray is constructed of 
solid carbon fiber laminate and epoxy resin. We use the latest in advanced vacuum 
processing to ensure a lightweight durable product that is far superior to the primitive 
technologies that our competitors use. Comes in a high gloss carbon fiber finish. 
Dimensions: 20”W X 34”L. Weight: 1.85 lbs.

TMC-1278.......$219.00

isolator tray
Sealing the carburetor opening to 
the scoop inlet is the only way to 
gain maximum performance from 
your engine. We offer two designs 
for your convenience. Both isolator 
trays will have to be attached to the 
inside of the scoop with fiberglass or 
epoxy but the two piece design will 
allow different engine combination’s 
to be used with the same scoop.

TMR-1288.......$80.00 (One Piece)
TMR-1289.......$175.00 (Two Piece)

trimlock edges
This is a nice finishing touch 
around the scoop opening 
in the hood and around 
the back edge of the hood 
scoop to protect those areas from 
scratches. Available in two sizes and 
sold by the foot.

AUS-TL75B7X1-8.......$1.00 (1/8” Sand Finish)
AUS-TL75B3X3-32.......$1.00 (3/32” Pebble Finish) 

pre-fit large oval hood scoop
Super large oval opening is sure to give even the largest engine plenty of airflow. Used on most of today’s 

big cubic inch Pro Mod and Pro Stock racecars. This scoop from TMRC is catered to fit our 
Version 4 Camaro body. The scoop is laid back in the rear and made to fit the contour of 

the windshield. Purchasing this scoop will save you an average of 3 hours of labor 
when mounting. Measures 53.5” long at the top-12.25” high at the front-2.25” 

high at the rear-12” to 17” wide across the base-the opening is 10.75” tall x 
9.5” wide and it has a 2” wide lip around the bottom. Weight: 5 lbs.

We also offer a light weight version constructed entirely of carbon fiber 
and epoxy using our latest in advanced vacuum technology to ensure 
the lightest, strongest and most durable part with amazing cosmetics. 
Our light weight version measurments are the same, but offers a 25% 
weight savings!

TMC-1276-68.......$275.00
TMC-1276LW-68.......$750.00

Combo hood scoop
Designed with a full round opening it is guaranteed to give you 
plenty of airflow and the least amount of aerodynamic drag while 
offering clearance for your intake and plumbing. Measures 45” 
long. The height at the front of the scoop (top of opening) is 12.5” 
and the opening measures 8” X 8” (Circle). There is 4.5” from the 
base of the scoop to the bottom of the opening. The rear of the 
scoop is 5” tall and the base measures 17” to 17.75” overall. There is 
a 2” lip around the base. The standard scoop weighs in a only 4.8 lbs!

TMC-1277.......$275.00
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tow loop kit
Simply install the supplied sleeve through the tubing in the upper 
left corner of the roof and then slip in the loop with the 3/8” pin.

TMR-1190K.......$62.50

Door stop strap kit
Use this adjustable door strap 
kit to keep your newly hinged 
doors from opening too far.

TMR-1143K.......$45.00

Door latch kit
These door latches fit virtually any 
doors due to their narrow width. With 
their secondary latch system they 
have all the same features as the 
factory latches.

TMR-1185K.......$69.95

front end mount stop
TMR-1068.......$9.95

adhesives

standard Door hinge kit
This kit makes hinging the 
doors a breeze. Complete 
with all hardware and detailed 
instructions. Some welding 
and fabricating required.

TMR-1235K.......$149.50

Bent Door hinge kit
This kit is designed for all cars that need to 
swing the doors outside the body perimeter 
(Like 63 and 53 Corvette or 37 Chevy). The 
calculating of the pivot points is done, all you 
have to do is fasten it to the doors and chassis.

TMR-1236K.......$215.00

inner Door handle kit
Designed to keep the handle up and 
out of the way on the inner door, this 
kit is compatible with our door latch kit 
and comes complete with instructions.

TMR-1237K.......$79.95

Body mount kit
We’ve assembled a kit to simplify 
mounting a body to the chassis. 
This kit comes with plenty of tubing 
and specially designed plates that 
will bond very tightly to the body.

TMR-1197K.......$135.00

front end mount kit (rear)
This kit mounts the rear of the front end. 
The mounts attach to the rocker panel, 
strut tube and the bottom edge of the 
windshield. Kit comes with all hardware 
including self-ejecting fasteners and 
springs.

TMR-1198K.......$85.00

front end mount kit
Kit includes all the tubing and plates to 
successfully fabricate a slide on mount 
for your front end. Some fabrication and 
welding required.

TMR-1199K Steel Kit $149.00
TMR-1199K-A Aluminum Kit $175.00
TMR-1199K-T Titanium Kit $995.00

CRe-CF-PA 30 min epoxy Panel Adhesive $52.95
CRe-CF-SA 5 min Epoxy Panel Adhesive $46.95
CRe-CRSgF-21N Epoxy Mixing gun $59.95
RUS-NOR-04617 Panel Adhesive $61.11

Window screw kit
This kit includes enough 6-32 flat 
head screws to install any of our window 
kits. Use the TMR-1303 countersink tool to 
accurately install these screws.

TMR-3000K.......$75.00
TMR-3000AK.......$175.00 (Aluminum)

Custom Window nets
We offer window nets to fit our Horizontal and Vertical 
mount kits. The Vertical net is made to fit the TMR-
1265K-V  and measures 21” long at the front, 18” long at 
the rear and is 12” wide. The Horizontal net is made to 
fit the TMR-1265K-H  and measures 27-1/2” high at the 
front, 22” high at the rear and is 12-1/2” wide. Both have 
looped webbing for tubing and available in black only. 

SSe-505V.......$85.00 (Vertical Loops)
SSe-505H.......$85.00 (Horizontal Loops)

unbent Window frame kit
Everything you need to fabricate your own door window 
frames is included in this kit, even the bender. Made from 
lightweight 4130 tubing, you get enough material and 
hardware to successfully build 2 window frames. 

TMR-1266K.......$179.95

Window net mount kit
This kit was designed to easily mount the SSE 505_V 
window net. A quick release buckle makes it a snap to 
exit the car. Designed for nets with vertical end loops.

TMR-1265K-V.......$74.95

Quick release Window net mount kit
This kit is made to go along with the SSe-505H 
window net. Designed for nets with looped 
webbing on the top & bottom running horizontally.

TMR-1265K-H.......$105.00

upper Door latch kit
The aerodynamics of some vehicles requires 
that the top of the door window be secured. 
This kit is an easy solution to this problem.

TMR-1142K.......$195.00

adj. Countersink
Use this adjustable tool to 
accurately counter sink the stainless 
screws that come with our window 
and window frame kits.

TMR-1303.......$53.95

Bent Window frame kit
If you don’t feel like fabricating the whole window frame kit, we 
will save you some hassle by pre-forming most of the kit for you. 

TMR-1267K.......$225.00

glass Cleaner
TMR-g50.......$6.95

Window trim paint
RUS-SeM-61023.......$9.95

At TMRC we only use the best quality preformed 
windows available. Manufactured from scratch resistant 
polycarbonate and molded to fit exactly for the 
application, these windows feature a removable 
protective coating to aid in the installation process. All 
windows come with extra material around the perimeter and 
require trimming to fit. We stock a huge supply of window 
kits so call if you don’t see your model listed and our sales 
consultants will be glad to assist you. Since we will not 
distort our windows by rolling them up in a small box, some 
kits will have to ship by truck line and some will ship UPS.

TMR-3005 ‘41 Willys Window Set CALL
TMR-3015 ‘53 Corvette Window Set CALL
TMR-3025 ‘57 Chevy Window Set CALL
TMR-3035 ‘63 Corvette Window Set CALL
TMR-3045 ‘67 Chevy II Window Set CALL
TMR-3055 ‘68 Camaro Window Set CALL

5ST-6215 V4 Camaro Pre-fit Window Kit CALL
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In 1995 faced with the dilemma of finding high quality composite components we decided to try our hand at doing 
some in house. We started with a carbon fiber seat then a hood scoop then a carbon fiber wheel tub. In 1998 we took 
on the task of constructing a complete body mold and our first body kit. In January of 2000 we moved the composite 
shop into its own 6,500 square foot building designed exclusively for developing composites. Today Velocity sets 
the standard for drag racing composites with a full line of components ranging from hood scoops to carbon wheel 
tubs, wings, controls and over 16 complete body kits. All of our composites are constructed using the best epoxy 
resins and the latest vacuum bagging techniques to maintain the quality you expect and that we demand. 

fiberglass
Our fiberglass bodies are constructed from hand laid fiberglass, core-mat and 
vinyl ester resin. We use only the highest quality resin and materials for a durable 
body. We have designed these as a lower cost alternative to our carbon fiber 
bodies.

Carbon fiber
Our standard weight carbon fiber bodies are a perfect balance of high 
performance and affordability. Made from only carbon fiber, core and epoxy, with 
Kevlar in choice locations for added strength, these bodies out perform all other 
competitors. Over the past several years we have made several changes to the 
design and process of these bodies through R&D and track side testing. These 
bodies are nearly half the weight of a fiberglass body and are exceptionally stiffer 
and stronger. The end result is a zero deflecting body that remains aerodynamic 
and stable above top speeds.

lightweight Carbon fiber
Our lightweight bodies are the lightest, strongest and longest lasting bodies 
available on the market. These are for the hardcore racers who can appreciate 
a high quality race car body and understand the benefits that come from one. 
Over the years our lightweight product line has become the most preferred 
among professional racers for a good reason. With countless hours of R&D and 
the aid of our designers and engineers we have developed a lighter component 
than the standard weight carbon fiber version without sacrificing strength and 
stiffness. These parts are extremely durable and can take a beating. We use only 
the best carbon fibers, cores and epoxies for these parts, and the most advanced 
materials and processes inspired by F1 and Aerospace technology. Not only are 
these bodies and parts lighter and stronger but the cosmetics are incredible and 
last for years.

‘53 Corvette
BoDies

features specs
TMC-2049
Fiberglass.......$4,800.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$13,500.00

• Aerodynamic P/M Design
• F/C Style Rolled Wheel Openings
• One Piece Front end
• Built in P/M Wing
• Attachment Lips for Firewall and 

Rear Tin
• Flushed Window Lips
• Narrow design for Improved Air 

Flow

• Wheel Base 115”
• Front Tread Width 50”
• Wing Sq. Inches 2790”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 36.0”
• Approximate Weight Fg 118 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 68 lbs
• Approximate Weight LW 58 lbs

‘55 Chevy

features

TMC-2069
Fiberglass.......$4,800.00
Carbon Fiber.......$13,000.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$15,500.00

• Aerodynamic 7/8 Scale Design
• Reduced Size Hood and Deck Lid 

for Easy Access
• Flushed Window Lips
• extended Front Overhang
• Classic 55 Styling.

specs
• Wheel Base 113”
• Front Tread Width 49”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 34.5”
• Approximate Weight Fg 106 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 67 lbs.
• Approximate Weight LW 57 lbs.
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features

features
specs

TMC-2009
Fiberglass.......$4,800.00
Carbon Fiber.......$13,000.00 • 7/8 Scale

• Removable Hood and Deck Lid
• Firewall Attachment Lips
• Chopped Top
• Flushed Window Lips

• Wheel Base 108”
• Front Tread Width 54”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 33.5”
• Molded Rockers
• Approximate Weight Fg 106 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 67 lbs.

‘57 t/s Chevy
‘63 Corvette roadster

BoDies

specs

specs
TMC-2129
Fiberglass.......$4,500.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00

• Wheel Base 108”

• Approximate Weight Fg 95 lbs.

• Approximate Weight CF 65 lbs.

TMC-2019
Fiberglass.......$4,800.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$13,500.00

• Wheel Base 112” to 115”
• Front Tread Width 54.5” 

(Narrow 51” TW)
• Wing Sq. Inches 2852”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 36.0”
• Approximate Weight Fg 91 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 66.75lbs.
• Approximate Weight LW 58.75 lbs

• 2 Front end Styles - P/M Legal & 
T/S Legal

• Aerodynamic P/M Design
• Classic 57 Styling
• Chopped Top
• P/M Wing Pieces Included
• Removable Hood
• Flushed Window Lips
• Narrow design for Improved Air 

Flow
• Aero Lips on Front end & Rockers 

for Improved Down Force 

Bo
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‘57 Chevy pm special features specs
TMC-2169
Fiberglass.......$4,500.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00

• Wheel Base 112”
• Front Overhang 39” or 45”
• Max. Front Tire Size 25”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 34.5”
• Approximate Weight Fg 94 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 64 lbs.

‘67 Camaro roadster

• One Piece Main Body

• One Piece Front end

• Optional 39” to 45” Overhang

• Choice of grill on 39” Front end
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‘67 Chevy ii

features TMC-2159
Fiberglass.......$5,500.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$13,500.00

specs
• Wheel Base 112”
• Front Overhang 40” or 45”
• Max. Front Tire Size 25”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 34.5”
• Approximate Weight Fg 94 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 64 lbs.

‘67 mustang

BoDies

features

specs

special features

TMC-2159
Fiberglass.......$5,500.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$13,500.00

• One Piece Front end
• Aerodynamic P/M Design
• Molded in Rockers
• Flushed Out Windows
• Removable Decklid
• Custom fit composite wing/

spillplates avaliable.

‘67 Camaro

TMC-2059
Fiberglass.......$4,800.00
Carbon Fiber.......$13,000.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$15,500.00• Approximate Weight Fg 98 lbs.

• Approximate Weight CF 66 lbs.

• Approximate Weight LWCF 56 lbs

Bo
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specs

features
specs

‘68 firebird

TMC-2179
Fiberglass.......$5,500.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$13,500.00

• Wheel Base 110” - 115”
• Front Overhang 45”
• Mounted Ride Height 2”
• Max. Front Tire Size 25”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 36”
• Approximate Weight Fg 94 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 64 lbs.
• Approximate Weight LWCF 53 lbs. 

• One Piece Front end

• Aerodynamic P/M Design

• Molded in Rockers

• Flushed Out Windows

• Removable Decklid

• Aerodynamic Design

• 7/8 Scale

• Removate Hood

• Removable Decklid

• Reduced Sized Hood & Decklid    

for easy access.

• Flushed Out Windows

• Classic Chevy II Styling

• Wheel Base 114”
• Front Tread Width 52”
• Max. Front Tire Size 25”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 36”
• Legal P/M Overhand
• Approximate Weight Fg 94 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 64 lbs.

• One Piece Front end

• Aerodynamic P/M Design

• Choice of Front end Overhang

• Flushed Out Windows

• Removable Decklid
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‘69 Camaro

features specs
• Wheel Base 112”
• Front Tread Width 52”
• Wing Sq. Inches 2,760”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 36”
• Approximate Weight Fg 100 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 68 lbs.
• Approximate Weight LWCF 58 lbs.

‘68 Camaro v2

‘68 Camaro v3

‘68 Camaro v4

BoDies

features

features

specs

specs TMC-2099-V4
Fiberglass.......$5,500.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$13,500.00

• Wheel Base 112” - 115”
• Front Tread Width 50”
• Front Overhang 45”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 34.5”
• Approximate Weight Fg 94 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 64 lbs.
• Approximate Weight LWCF 53 lbs

TMC-2099
Fiberglass.......$5,500.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$13,500.00

• Wheel Base 112” - 115”
• Front Tread Width 50”
• Wing Sq. Inches 2,075”
• Front Overhang 45”
• Approximate Weight Fg 99 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 67 lbs.
• Approximate Weight LWCF 60 lbs

Bo
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TMC-2029
Fiberglass.......$5,500.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$13,500.00

• Narrowed and Extended One Piece 
Front end

• Lower & Smaller Wheel Openings
• Laid Back Windshield.
• Flushed Window Lip
• Flushed and Smoothed for 

Improved Aerodynamics
• Chopped Top

• One Piece Aero Front end
• Chopped Top
• P/M Wing Built In
• All Body Lines Flushed and 

Smoothed for Improved 
Aerodynamics

• Flushed Window Lips

• New One Piece Aero Front end
• Chopped Top & Laid Back Top
• All Body Lines Flushed and 

Smoothed for Improved 
Aerodynamics

• Wheel Openings Lowered & 
Narrowed

• Flushed Window Lips
• Un-matched Styling
• Custom Molded Composite Wing 

Avaliable

features specs
• Wheel Base 112”
• Front Overhang 45”
• Max. Front Tire Size 25”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 36”
• Approximate Weight Fg 94 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 64 lbs.
• Approximate Weight LWCF 53 lbs.

TMC-2189
Fiberglass.......$5,500.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$13,500.00

• Aerodynamic P/M Design

• Choice of Front end 

• One Piece Front end

• Molded In Rockers

• Removable Decklid

• Flushed Window Lips
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‘70.5 Camaro

specs

‘70 mustang

• Wheel Base 110”
• Front Tread Width 52”
• Max Rear Tire Size 36”
• Approximate Weight Fg 98.75 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 64 lbs.
• Approximate Weight LWCF 54 lbs

Bo
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features TMC-2109
Fiberglass.......$4,800.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$13,500.00

features
• Aerodynamic P/M Design

• One Piece Front end

• Molded In Rockers

• Removable Decklid

• Flushed Window Lips

specs
• Wheel Base 112” to 114”
• Front Tread Width 52”
• Max. Front Tire Size 25”
• Max. Rear Tire Size 36”
• Approximate Weight Fg 94 lbs.
• Approximate Weight CF 64 lbs.
• Approximate Weight LWCF 53 lbs. 

Carbon fiber tubs
TMPP is known for the having the highest quality composites in the industry and these wheel 
tubs are no exception. Construction is hand laid carbon cloth and fire retardant resin. All 
tubs feature a Cormat Liner to protect the perfect high-gloss exterior finish and have 
passed certification with NHRA and IHRA. TMPP tubs come with serial numbers. You 
will not find a better product on the market! an extra $30.00 box fee is added if these 
are shipped.

Carbon fiber tub filler
These tub fillers are made to fit the ‘68 Camaro 
V4 body and are constructed from carbon fiber, 
core, as well as fire retardant resin. Tub fillers 
are sold as a pair, or individual items. Standard 
Weight Carbon Total: 7lbs, Light Weight 
Carbon Total: 5.5lbs.

TMC-1398C-SW.......$400.00 (Pair)
TMC-1398C-LH-SW.......$200.00 (Left Side)
TMC-1398C-RH-SW.......$200.00 (Right Side)

TMC-1283 40” Diameter x 28” Wide x 23” Tall  -  Weight 8.5 lbs. $675.00
TMC-1282 44” Diameter x 28” Wide x 22” Tall  -  Weight: 9lbs. $675.00
TMC-1281 47” Diameter x 27” Wide x 23.5” Tall  -  Weight 10 lbs. $675.00
TMC-1281V (LW) 47” Diameter x 27” Wide x 23.5” Tall  -  Weight 7.5 lbs. $1,475.00

lightweight 
TMC-1398C.......$700.00 (Pair)
TMC-1398C-L.......$350.00 (Left Side)
TMC-1398C-R.......$350.00 (Right Side)

Underside of installed Tub Fillers.

Carbon fiber flat sheets
Produced in-house at the TMPP composite shop, these carbon fiber flat sheets are of 
the highest standard in the industry. Use these sheets to create custom panels 
and finishing touches on your car. Our latest vacuum process ensures a 
very strong, stiff, lightweight part with a beautiful durable surface. 
Because of our newest proprietary process we do not need 
to use gel coat for the surface. This means that the part 
will be lighter, but will also be very scratch resistant 
compared! 

Our standard 4’x8’ sheet has an approximate 
thickness of .060”. Along with our standard 
sheets, we offer 1/8” thick, ¼” thick and custom sizes, 
including by the square foot. Check out our website or call 
today for various sizes!

TMC-1292.......$475.00 (4’ X 8’ Standard Weight - 11lbs)
TMC-1292V2.......$950.00 (50”x100” Light Weight - 8.5lbs)

Carbon fiber tube protector
Carbon fiber tube protectors are a great way to finish off the interior of your race car 
and protect the powder coated chassis in the process! Protectors come in 59” lengths.
TMC-1250 Covers 1.25” to 1.50” Tubing $55.00
TMC-1251 Covers 1.625”, 1.75” and 2” Tubing $55.00

• Aerodynamic P/M Design
• One Piece Front end
• Original 1970 Mustang Body Lines 

and Moldings.

TMC-2199
Fiberglass.......$5,500.00
Carbon Fiber.......$10,750.00
LW Carbon Fiber.......$13,500.00
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Carbon fiber short v-net Dash
The short dash is like the above V-Net 
dash, but for cars requiring a more open 
dash area. Sold with a solid face to allow 
trimming for your application.

TMC-1295C.......$325.00 (Carbon Fiber - 2lbs.)

v-net Dash
TMPP designedd this universal dash to fit the Racepack V-Net Digital 
Dash unit exactly. However, the dash also fits three standard 2-5/8” 
gauges. To give a finished look, the dash comes with universal end caps to 
attach after it is fit to chassis.Dimensions: 60”x 14”x 4”. 

TMC-1293g.......$350.00 (Fiberglass - 6lbs.)
TMC-1293C.......$495.00 (Carbon Fiber - 3lbs.)

TMC-2200C ‘67 Mustang $145.00
TMC-2090C-V2 V2 Camaro $155.00
TMC-2090C V3 & V4 Camaro $145.00
TMC-2190C ‘70.5 Camaro $145.00

Carbon front end protector
Use this carbon piece to protect the front end on 
your Camaro or Mustang.

Short V-Net Dash in Pro Nitrous Camaro.

Carbon fiber engine Diapers
The TMPP Carbon Fiber Engine 
Diapers are currently undergoing 
the approval process to meet SFI 7.1 
certification. These are constructed 
using the processes and quality 
material to ensure reliability during 
engine failure. The kit 
comes with all mounting 
hardware, Kevlar liner and 
a fiberglass bucket to use 
as a fitting template.

Carbon fiber Belly pans
Belly pans keep the engine blanket 
tucked correctly under the car 
between the frame rails and also 
catches any possible drips around 
the engine bay area. All TMPP belly 
pans are constructed from Carbon, Kevlar, core 
and epoxy using an advanced vacuum process that ensures 
the highest quality lightweight laminate that can take the punishment 
and impacts that belly pans endure on a regular basis. 
- NOS Dimensions: 29.75”L x 23.5”W Depth - 3”1/8 and 2”3/4. Weighs 2.75 lbs. 
- Blower Dimensions: 25”L x 23”1/8W Depth - 2”5/8 and 3”1/8. Weighs 2.5 lbs.

TMC-1395.......$395.00 (Blower)
TMC-1396.......$395.00 (NOS)

TMC-1382 16”W x 24.5”L $895.00
TMC-1383 19”W x 24.5”L $895.00
TMC-1384 18.75”W x 26.25”L $895.00
TMC-1385 Fits TMRC Cars $860.00

fuel/oil tank Cover
Use this Carbon 
Fiber Cover as 
a strap for  your 
fuel cell and oil 
tank. Weighs 2lbs.

TMC-1311......$215.00 

Carbon fiber parachute handle
This light weight carbon fiber parachute 
handle can be used in place of our 
standard TMR-1083 handle and 
offers a 26% decrease in weight.

TMR-1083C.......$45.00

Carbon fiber parachute handle (air)
This light weight carbon fiber parachute 
handle can be used in place of our 
standard TMR-1084 handle and 
offers a 26% decrease in weight.

TMR-1084C.......$45.00

Cf fire Bottle handle
This light weight carbon fiber fire 
bottle handle can be used in place 
of our standard TMR-1086 
handle while offering a 44% 
decrease in weight.

TMR-1086C.......$45.00

fasteners
solid rivet

self eject spring

7/16” steel oval head
7/16” dia. x .500 grip. 11/16 head dia.
MIL-MSA06550.......$1.95

7/16” Black plastic Dzus
Ultralight/high density. 7/16” dia. 
x .500 grip. 11/16” head dia.
SWM-910-07136BLK.......$1.50

7/16” oval Winged
7/16” dia. x .500 grip. 11/16 head dia.
HeB-PANW6500.......$2.10

#6 panel Doubler
MIL-MSDPI.......$1.25
MIL-MSDPIB.......$1.79 (Black)

1-3/8” Spring Weld Plate
HEB-PAN8210.......$0.60

1-3/8” Dzus tab
VAN-70.......$2.94

1-3/8” spring lightweight Weld plate
MIL-MS946.......$1.00

9” face plate press-in stud kit
TMR-1353K.......$38.00

9” thread-in stud kit
TMR-1354K.......$69.50

nylon Dzus Washers
Nylon Dzus washers protect the surface 
under the head of button style fasteners. 10 
per package. .687” O.D. /.035” thick.

self eject fastners

aluminum oval head

aluminum flat head

WIC-MS20470A4-6 1/8” x 3/8” gold $0.10
FRe-AN470A4-7 1/8” x 7/16” Silv. $0.12

HeB-PANS5375 1” Spacing x .375 grip. $0.75
HeB-PANS6400 1-3/8” Spacing x .400 grip $0.75

HeB-PANe5500 5/16 Dia x .500 grip. Uses 1” springs. Silver $2.10
HeB-PANe6500 7/16” Dia. x .500 grip. Uses 1-3/8” spring. Silver $2.45
HeB-PANe6500g 7/16” Dia x .500 grip. Uses 1-3/8” springs. gold $2.45
HeB-PANe6550g 7/16” Dia. x .550 grip. Uses 1-3/8” spring. Silver $2.45
HeB-PANe6550g 7/16” Dia x .550 grip. Uses 1-3/8” springs. gold $2.45

ARP-100-1411 Header Stud Kit (3/8-5/16 X 1-1/2) $150.85
ARP-200-2802 Flywheel Bolt Kit (7/16” X .9375”) $21.11
ARP-200-2804 TF Flywheel Bolt Kit (1/2 X 1”) $52.94
ARP-200-2902 Flex Plate Bolt Kit (7/16” X .680”) $17.73
ARP-200-8530 7/16 I.D. x 13/16” O.D. Washers (QTY 10) $9.53
ARP-200-8533 1/2” I.D. x 7/8” O.D. Washers (10PK) $9.76
ARP-200-8584 5/16” ID Special Purpose Washers (10PK) $9.52
ARP-245-0901 3/8” Bellhousing Stud Kit (QTY 12) $84.46
ARP-300-8330 12 PT Nuts 1/4-28 (10PK) $16.69
ARP-300-8331 12 PT Nuts 5/16-24 (10PK) $17.34
ARP-300-8332 3/8”-24 12 Pt. Nuts (QTY 10) $15.81
ARP-300-8333 7/16”-20 12 Pt. Nuts (QTY 10) $21.02
ARP-300-8334 1/2”-20 12Pt. Nuts (QTY 10) $33.58
ARP-350-3004 7/16” Ring gear Bolts W/ Washers, 1/2” Shank $55.42

MIC-17WO6873B-10 7/16” I.D. Black $1.50
MIC-17WO531B-10 5/16” I.D. Black $1.50

HeB-PANA5500 5/16” Body Dia. x .500 grip. Silver $1.75
HeB-PANA5500B 5/16” Body Dia. x .500 grip. Black $2.60
HeB-PANA6500 7/16” Body Dia x .500 grip. 11/16” Head. Silver $1.75
HeB-PANA6500B 7/16” Dia. x .500 grip. 11/16” spring. Black $2.60

HeB-PANFA6500B 7/16” Body Dia. x .500 grip. 11/16 Head. Black $2.35
HeB-PANFA6500 7/16” Body Dia. x .500 grip. 11/16 Head. Silver $1.75

panel spring adjuster
Pulls the spring evenly like a 
panel button so you don’t get 
kinks, or worse, breaks. 
HeB-PAN7602.......$41.95
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FKB-CML3 3/16" Bore-10/32" Thread LH $3.46 
FKB-CM3 3/16" Bore-10/32" Thread RH $3.84 
FKB-JMX4 1/4" Bore-1/4"-28 Thread RH $13.99 
FKB-CML5 5/16" Bore-5/16"-24 Thread LH $3.61 
FKB-CM5 5/16" Bore-5/16" Thread RH $3.45 
FKB-CML6 3/8" Bore-3/8"-24 Thread LH $3.75 
FKB-CM6 3/8" Bore-3/8"-24 Thread RH $3.78 
FKB-JMXL6 3/8" Bore-3/8"-24 Thread LH $14.90 
FKB-JMX6 3/8" Bore-3/8"-24 Thread RH $14.88 
FKB-HRSMX6T 3/8" Bore-7/16"-20 Thread RH $37.59 
AUR-XB-8 1/2" Bore-5/8"-18 Thread LH $21.05 
AUR-XM-8 1/2" Bore-5/8"-18 Thread RH $21.05 
FKB-RSM-8 1/2" Bore-5/8"-18 Thread RH $16.29 
FKB-RSML8 1/2" Bore-5/8"-18 Thread LH $16.29 

FKB-RSMX-8 1/2" Bore-5/8"-18 Thread RH $28.99 

FKB-RSMXL10 5/8" Bore-3/4"-16 Thread LH $46.22 

FKB-RSMX10 5/8" Bore-3/4"-16 Thread RH $46.22 

FKB-RD2 5/8" Bore-3/4"-16 Thread RH. Solid $13.48 

FKB-CM12 3/4" Bore-3/4"-16 Thread RH $14.30 

FKB-AJNL03 10-32 LH. Jam Nut Steel $0.57
ISC-1032RH 10-32 RH. Jam Nut Steel $0.10
ISC-1428LH 1/4"-28 LH. Jam Nut Steel $0.63
ISC-1428RH 1/4"-28 RH. Jam Nut Steel $0.10
ISC-51624LH 5/16"-24 LH. Jam Nut Steel $0.70
ISC-51624RH 5/16"-24 RH. Jam Nut Steel $0.10
ISC-3824LH 3/8"-24 LH. Jam Nut Steel $0.89
ISC-3824RH 3/8"-24 RH. Jam Nut Steel $0.10
ISC-71620RH 7/16"-20 RH. Jam Nut Steel $0.50
ISC-1220LH 1/2"-20 LH. Jam Nut Steel $0.99
ISC-1220RH 1/2"-20 RH. Jam Nut Steel $0.25
ISC-5818LH 5/8"-18 LH. Jam Nut Steel $1.26
ISC-5818RH 5/8"-18 RH. Jam Nut Steel $0.45
ISC-3416LH 3/4"-16 LH. Jam Nut Steel $2.28

ISC-3416RH 3/4"-16 RH. Jam Nut Steel $0.69

FKB-CF3 3/16" Bore-10/32" Thread RH $3.46 
FKB-CF5 5/16" Bore-5/16" Thread RH $3.61 
FKB-CF6 3/8" Bore-3/8"-24 Thread RH $3.75 

FKB-HJMX8T 1/2" Bore-1/2" Thread RH HIMIS $53.96
AUR-HXAM-8T 1/2" Bore-1/2" Thread RH 4130 HIMIS $78.87

AUR-AB6 3/8" Bore-3/8"-24 Thread LH. 4130 $18.69 
AUR-AM-6 3/8"Bore-3/8"-24 Thread RH. 4130 $18.69 
AUR-XAB-6 3/8" Bore-7/16" Thread LH 4130 $23.06 
AUR-XAM-6 3/8" Bore-7/16" Thread RH 4130 $23.06 
AUR-HXAM-6T 3/8" Bore-7/16"-20 Thread RH. 4130 $52.98 
AUR-AB-7 7/16" Bore-7/16" LH 4130 $23.22 
AUR-AM-7 7/16" Bore-7/16"-20 Thread RH. 4130 $23.22 
FKB-JMX8 1/2" Bore-1/2" Thread RH 4130 $25.76 
AUR-AB-8 1/2" Bore-1/2" Thread LH 4130 $28.11 
AUR-AM-8 1/2" Bore-1/2"-20 Thread RH. 4130 $28.11 
AUR-RAM-8T 1/2" Bore-1/2" Thread RH 4130 $48.62 
AUR-XAB-8 1/2" Bore-5/8"-18 Thread LH 4130 $37.46 
AUR-XAM-8 1/2" Bore-5/8"-18 Thread RH. 4130 $37.46 
AUR-XAB-8T-2 1/2" Bore-3/4"-16 Thread - LH - 4130 $62.93 

AUR-XAM-8T-2 1/2" Bore-3/4"-16 Thread - RH - 4130 $62.93 

AUR-XAB-10 5/8" Bore-3/4"-16 Thread LH. 4130 $53.53 

AUR-XAM-10 5/8" Bore-3/4"-16 Thread RH. 4130 $53.53 

AUR-RXAB-10 5/8" Bore-3/4"-16 Thread LH. 4130 $70.56 

AUR-RXAM-10 5/8" Bore-3/4"-16 Thread RH. 4130 $70.56 

AUR-XAB-12 3/4" Bore-7/8" Thread LH 4130 $101.13 

AUR-XAM-12 3/4" Bore-7/8" Thread RH 4130 $101.13 

TCS-C73-812 1/4" - 28 RH. - 1/2" X .058 Tube $5.56 
TCS-C73-813 1/4" - 28 LH. - 1/2" X .058 Tube $5.56 
TCS-C73-818 5/16" - 24 RH.-5/8" X .058 Tube $5.56 
TCS-C73-819 5/16" - 24 LH.-5/8" X .058 Tube $5.56 
TCS-C73-820 3/8" - 24 RH.-5/8" X .058 Tube $5.56 
TCS-C73-821 3/8" - 24 LH.-5/8" X .058 Tube $5.56 
TCS-C73-838 7/16" - 20 RH.-3/4" X .058 Tube $6.88 
TCS-C73-839 7/16" - 20 LH. - 3/4" X .058 Tube $6.32 
TCS-C73-888 1/2"- 20 RH. - 1" X .058 Tube $7.80 
TCS-C73-889 1/2" - 20 LH. - 1" X .058 Tube $7.80 
TCS-C73-890 5/8" - 18 RH. - 1" X .058 Tube $7.80 
TCS-C73-891 5/8" - 18 LH. - 1" X .058 Tube $7.80 
TCS-C73-918 5/8" - 18 RH. 1-1/8" X .058 Tube $8.93 
TCS-C73-919 5/8" - 18 LH. - 1 - 1/8" X .058 Tube $8.93 

TCS-C73-940 5/8" - 18 RH. - 1 - 1/4" X .095 Tube $9.95 

TCS-C73-941 5/8" - 18 LH. - 1 - 1/4" X .095 Tube $9.95 

MeZ-Re1032e 5/8"-18 RH 1-1/2” X .065 $22.70 

MeZ-Re1032eL 5/8"-18 LH 1-1/2” X .065 $22.70 

TCS-C73-942 3/4" - 16 RH. - 1 - 1/4" X .095 Tube $9.95 

TCS-C73-943H 3/4" - 16 LH. - 1 - 1/4" X .095 Tube Hex $11.28 

TCS-C73-946 3/4" - 16 RH 1 1/4" X .120 $9.95 

TCS-C73-950 3/4" - 16 RH. 1 - 3/8" X .095 Tube $10.29 

TCS-C73-951H 3/4" - 16 LH. 1 - 3/8 X .095" HeX $11.73 

TCS-C78-104 7/8" - 14 RH. - 1 - 1/2" X .120 Tube $15.65 

TCS-C78-105 7/8" - 14 LH. 1 - 1/2" X .120 Tube $15.65 

TCS-C73-970 Slot Clevis 7/8" X 0.058 $10.65 

steel rod ends4130 rod ends steel Jam nuts

aluminum Jam nuts

tube adapters

female rod ends

specialty rod ends

tuBe aDapters & Jam nuts

FKB-AJNL03 10-32 LH. Jam Nut Aluminum $0.57
FKB-AJNR03 10-32 RH. Jam Nut Aluminum $0.57
FKB-AJNL06 3/8”-24 LH. Jam Nut Aluminum $0.63
FKB-AJNR06 3/8”-24 RH. Jam Nut Aluminum $0.63
FKB-AJNL07 7/16”-20 LH. Jam Nut Aluminum $0.78
FKB-AJNR07 7/16”-20 RH. Jam Nut Aluminum $0.78
FKB-AJNL08 1/2"-20 LH. Jam Nut Aluminum $0.74
FKB-AJNR08 1/2"-20 RH. Jam Nut Aluminum $0.74
FKB-AJNL10 5/8"-18 LH. Jam Nut Aluminum $0.78
FKB-AJNR10 5/8"-18 RH. Jam Nut Aluminum $0.78
FKB-AJNL12 3/4"-16 LH. Jam Nut Aluminum $1.04
FKB-AJNR12 3/4"-16 RH. Jam Nut Aluminum $1.04
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Billet specialties
BSW-CSF-0353FAN17.......$637.00 tire valve stem 0.625” hole

RUS-M409.......$2.50

stick-on Wheel Weights (3oz. strip)
RUS-5101.......$1.75

tire valve stem 1/4” hole
WeL-P613-0350.......$4.60

tire liner valve stem
HOS-236900.......$18.00

Weld - Delta-1 16X16 - 5X5.5 - 5” Bs
NeW One Piece Rear Wheel! 100% CNC machined one-piece forged. Twice as stiff to 
resist bending load from axle. Tire bead seats are 50% stronger to stay more round under 

extreme loading. True to less than 0.005” total indicated run out at the tire bead seat. 
Rotational moment of inertia is 9.82 lb-ft2 versus 18.47 lb-ft2 for competitive SFI 15.4 wheels 

(47% reduction!). Accurate torque distribution and uniform tire bead clamping assured 
by spherical ball seat design (patent pending) utilizing titanium spherical washers and 
titanium bead-loc studs. Bead-loc fasteners are closer to the tire bead maximizing tire 
bead clamping force and uniform clamping.

WeL-86XBPM616D5DB.......$2,049.00 (Black)
WeL-86XPPM616C5DP.......$1,999.00 (Polished)

Weld - magnum
15 x 15 x 4.75 BC x 4 BS
WeL-786-515278.......$525.00
15 x 15 x 4.75 BC x 5 BS
WeL-786-515280.......$525.00

Weld - alumastar
15 x 15 x 4.75 BC x 5 BS
WeL-788-515280.......$525.00
15x15 4.75 xBC x 4 BS
WeL-788-515278.......$525.00

american racing - torq thrust pro
Anglia Spindle
AMR-48553A.......$764.00
Strange Camaro Spindle
AMR-48553S.......$764.00

american racing - trakstar
Anglia Spindle
AMR-48053A.......$539.00
Strange Camaro Spindle
AMR-48053S.......$539.00

Wheel spacers (pairs)
MAR-7314.......$72.50 (1/4”)
MAR-7318.......$97.50 (1/2”)

Weld - alumastar
Anglia Spindle Polished
WeL-788-15000.......$539.00
Strange Camaro Spindle Polished
WeL-788-15001.......$539.00
Anglia Spindle Black
WeL-788B-15000NB.......$502.00

mt - pro 5.0 (Beadlock)
5 16X16 5.5”BC 5” BS DBL
MTW-6165555DBL.......$1,485.00

mickey thompson - pro 5.0
Anglia Spindle
MTW-5350000.......$405.00
Strange Camaro Spindle
MTW-5350001.......$405.00

Weld - magnum (liner)
16 x16 x 4.75 BC x 5 BS
WeL-786XP-616560K.......$1,060.00

Weld - v-series
WeL-784P-15000.......$535.95(Polished)
WeL-784B-15000.......$550.00 (Black) 

sander 16 X 16 traCkstar, DBl Beadlock
Bolt Pattern HD, 5X5.5, 5”B.S. DBL runs a 
heavy duty center with a light bead. There is 
an additional charge of $170.00 per wheel.

SDR-76016165055DBL.......$1,125.00

Weld - alumastar (Beadlock)
16 x16 x 4.75 BC x 5 BS
WeL-788-616280DBL.......$1,364.00 
16 x 16 x 5 BC x 4 BS
WeL-788-616418DBL.......$1,364.00
16 x 16 x 5.5 BC x 4 BS
WeL-788-616558DBL.......$1,364.00
16 x 16 x 5.5 BC x 5 BS
WeL-788-616560DBL.......$1,364.00

Weld - magnum (Beadlock
16 x16 x 4.75 BC x 5 BS
WeL-786-616280DBL.......$1,364.00
16 x 16 x 5 BC x 4 BS 
WeL-786-616418DBL.......$1,364.00
16 x 16 x 5 BC x 5 BS
WeL-786-616420DBL.......$1,364.00

american racing - trakstar (Beadlock)
Double Beadlock, 3-piece Alloy, Forged Center 
T-6061 Alloy Exceeds S.F.I. Spec. 15.1 Available 
in 4.5”, 4.75” & 5” BC, & 3,4,5,& 6” BS.

AMR-480L616-DBL.......$1,364.00 (16 x 16 Lite)
AMR-480H616-DBL.......$1,647.00 (16 x 16 HD)

american racing - trakstar
15x15 3-Piece Alloy. Forged Center T-6061 Alloy. 
Exceeds S.F.I. Spec. 15.1 Available in 4.75, 5.00, & 5.5” 
Bolt Circle & 3,4,5, & 6” Back Space.

AMR-480515.......$525.00

Weld - magnum
Anglia Spindle Mount - Polished 
WeL-786P-15000.......$539.00
Strange Camaro Spindle Mount - Polished 
WeL-786P-15001.......$539.00
Anglia Spindle Mount - gold Anodized
WeL-786-15000.......$550.00
Strange Camaro Spindle Mount - gold Anodized
WeL-786-15001.......$550.00
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We buy 4130 round steel tubing in large quantities and are able to pass that savings on to 
you. Our inventory of tubing is premium quality and available to you by the foot or by full 
length. 4130 tubing is manufactured in random lengths ranging from 17’ to 24’. Tubing bought 
in full lengths and cut to 8’ can be shipped economically by UPS or FedEx Ground. All tubing 
sold in full lengths will be bundled and shipped by truck freight. Tubing is priced per foot and 
discounted as follows: A = Quantities of 1’ – 16’ – B = 1 Full Length – C = 3 Full Lengths – D 
= 5 Full Lengths

eAR-25049 .250 X .049 Wall
eAR-31349 .313 X .049 Wall
eAR-37549 .375 X .049 Wall
eAR-50049 .500 X .049 Wall
eAR-50058 .500 X .058 Wall
eAR-62558 .625X .058 Wall
eAR-625120 .625 X .120 Wall
eAR-75035 .750 X .035 Wall
eAR-75049 .750 X .049 Wall
eAR-75058 .750 X .058 Wall
eAR-87558 .875 X .058 Wall
eAR-87583 .875 X .083 Wall
eAR-100035 1.000 X .035 Wall
eAR-100049 1.000 X .049 Wall

CMP-032N .032  4130 Plate
CMP-050N .050 4130 Plate
CMP-063N .063  4130 Plate
CMP-071N .071 4130 Plate
CMP-090N .090  4130 Plate
CMP-125N .125 4130 Plate

CLT-C3S 3/16” Stainless Tubing
CLT-C4S 1/4” Stainless Tubing

gAT-e70S2HO .045” X 36” (60 Rods Per LB.)
gAT-70S2116FS2 1/16” X 36” (30 Rods Per LB.)
gAT-1047F10 3/32” X 36” (12 Rods Per LB.)

gAT-01100-30 1/16” X 36” (100 rods per lb.) 1100 Series
gAT-01100-50 3/32” X 36” (70 rods per lb.) 1100 Series

gAT-00SIB-30 1/16” X 36” (30 Rods Per LB.)

TI-6AL-4V 1/16” X 18” (120 Rods Per LB.)

eAR-100058 1.000 X .058 Wall
eAR-1000120 1.000 X .120 Wall
eAR-1000250 1.000 X .250 Wall
eAR-112558 1.125 X .058 Wall
eAR-125049 1.250 X .049 Wall
eAR-125058 1.250 X .058 Wall
eAR-125065 1.250 X .065 Wall
eAR-125083 1.250 X .083 Wall
eAR-125095 1.250 X .095 Wall
eAR-1250120 1.250 X .120 Wall
eAR-137558 1.375 X .058 Wall
eAR-150065 1.500 X .065 Wall
eAR-162565 1.625 X .065 Wall
eAR-162583 1.625 X .083 Wall

eAR-300083 3.000 X .083 Wall
4130 Condition N plate is available 
in a variety of sizes and thickness 
to suit every application. Perfect 
for making your own custom 
brackets and tabs. Available in full 
or partial sheets. Pricing breaks 
are: A = 18” X 12” – B = 18” X 24” 
– C = 18” X 36” – D = 18” X 72”

Twenty (20) foot coil of stainless 
steel tubing. Choose from 3/16” or 
1/4”.

All chassis at TMRC are welded using this premium grade 
welding rod. It works great on 4130 or mild steel. Sold by 
the pound.

Aluminum welding rod is available in two grades. 1100 
series produces less yield strength but is more pliable while 
the 4043 series has high yield strength but is less pliable. 
4043 is commonly used for welding 6061-T6 aluminum. 

This silicone bronze rod is ideal for welding light gauge 
steel panels to tubing. It requires very low amperage to use 
and will not distort the material.

We have found a rod that works great for welding titanium. 
It will produce very high yield strengths and a flawless weld.

tir
es

tuBing & plate

HOS-18400 33.0 x 16.0 - 15 D05 & C07 Compound (ea.) $345.00
HOS-18500 33.0 x 17.0 -16 C07 Compound (Ea.) $372.00
HOS-18600 33.5 x 16.0 - 15 C07 Compound (ea.) $383.00
HOS-18790 34.5 X 17 - 16 C2055 Compound (Ea.) Blown PM $465.00
HOS-18780 34.5 x 17-16 C4000 Compound (ea.) NOS PM $465.00
HOS-18102 Drag Front 25 x 4.5 - 15 (Ea.) $158.00
HOS-32400 Drag Tire Liner (ea.) - Fits HOS-18790, 18800, 18900 $169.70

CTW-2052 CTW 2052 33.0 x 16.0 - 15 D-6 Compound (ea.) $375.00
CTW-2774 CTW 2532 33.5 x 17.0 - 16 D-1 Compound (Ea.) $428.00
CTW-2540 CTW 2540 36.0 x 17.0 - 16 D-11 Compound (ea.) $545.00
CTW-2556 CTW 2556 33.0 x 17.0 - 15 D-6 Compound (Ea.) $399.00
CTW-2922 CTW 2622 34.5 X 17.0 - 16 (ea.) $499.00
CTW-2991 CTW 2991 25.0 x 4.5 - 15 Front Runner (Ea.) $183.00

hoosier tires

good year tires

tire stagger tape measure
ALL-10111.......$6.00

tire scribe
Use to make a true running line on the face 
of the tire for toe-in setting. Use with Toe-In 
Gauge TMR-1372. Spring loaded for easy 
one person use.

TMR-1370.......$69.95

toe gauge
A more accurate way to measure toe-in to 
within 1/32” * Easily done by one person. To 
get a very accurate toe-in measurement jack 
up front wheels and scribe a true running line 
on the face of the tire. 

LOA-79620.......$104.95

Digital tire gauge
Large 2 1/2” gauge Air pressure release 
button External gauge bumper Pressure 
reading always active .1 to 25 psi back 
light Comes with carrying case.

LOA-50392.......$139.90

uv resistant tire Cover
Keep your tire pressure consistent 
with one of our tire covers. Attaches 
with included suction cups.

TMR-1322.......$40.00 (each)

magnum tire gauge 0-15
3 3/4” Glow-in-the-Dark face for high accuracy 
and easy readability. Hi Flow release button 
and swivel chuck. Holds pressure until 
released. Internal gauge damper for more 
accurate readings and longer life. Ultra 
flexible 17” hose. Comes with carrying case. 
Graduated by 1/4 pound.

LOA-50455.......$89.00
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tee handle Quick pin pairs
pull pins

MOR-90380 1/4” x 1” $31.38
MOR-90390 1/4” x 1-1/2” $33.32
MOR-90410 3/8” x 1” $33.13
MOR-90420 3/8” x 2” $43.91
MOR-90430 3/8” x 3” $52.97

MIC-22CC37B0187eB 3/16" $0.10
MIC-22CC28e0250B 1/4" $0.10
MIC-22CC37B0312B 5/16" $0.10
MIC-22CC37B0375B 3/8" $0.10
MIC-22CC37B0500B 1/2" $0.15
MIC-22CC50C0625B 5/8" $0.16
MIC-22CC50C0750B 3/4" $0.17

PPP-249 2-Bay $94.99
PPP-250 3-Bay $119.99
PPP-251 4-Bay $139.99
PPP-252 5-Bay $159.99
PPP-253 6-Bay $179.99

MeD-30-01 3/16" X 1" $2.00
MeD-30-06 1/4"X 1" $1.00
MeD-30-07 1/4"X1-1/2" $2.08

PPP-309 6 Quart Oil Shelf $28.99
PPP-311 12 Quart Oil Shelf $49.99
PPP-312 24 Quart Oil Shelf $74.99

PPP-99 4 Aerosol Can Shelf $21.99
PPP-100 8 Aerosol Can Shelf $33.99
PPP-101 12 Aerosol Can Shelf $39.99

PPP-180 1 Jug Fuel Rack $54.99
PPP_181 2 Jug Fuel Rack $74.99
PPP-182 3 Jug Fuel Rack $94.99
PPP-183 4 Jug Fuel Rack $129.99

MCM-90302A478 1/2" X 1" $39.95
MCM-90302A411 1/2" X 1-1/2" $48.13

RTC-HT1614 1" X 60’ $35.87
RTC-HT2308 2" X 30’ $45.00
RTC-HT4308 4" X 30’ $65.00

AMS-K143 Door Bumper Size .220 $2.25
AMS-K174 Door Bumper Size .700” $2.75
AMS-K168 Door Bumper Size .750” $3.50

l handle Quick release pull pins (ea)

surface guard tape
Surface Protection Tape is a clear protective 
polyurethane tape that is virtually invisible to the 
naked eye. Surface Protection will protect any surface 
that is prone to scratching, chipping, and weathering. 
Surface Protection is a semi permanent clear film, 
with a release liner.

nas & an Bolt kit
This kit includes an assortment of NAS & An bolts that we use during 
new car assembly. Bolts included fit as follows: 6 steering u-joints, 4 
lower control arm, 2 master cylinder, 2 clutch pedal, 4 front motor plate, 
2 brake pedal rod, 2 ea. upper & lower shock mount, 2 ea. upper & 
lower wheelie bar mount, 2 wheelie bar wheels, 3 wishbone, 2 for tie 
rod ends.

CFI-KIT.......$98.00

Door Bumpers
These rubber door bumpers are a great aid 
when fine-tuning the final fit on your doors. 
Trim height for exact fit. 

Cable Clamps
Black nylon clamps hold everything from 
brake lines to fuel lines neatly in place. All 
attach with 1/8” pop rivet or 6-32 screws.

isC racers tape
Standard Duty Tape The original. Multi-
purpose colored duct tape. Tears 
straight and easy. 2” x 90’ Rolls. Colors 
available: Chrome, Green, Orange, 
Purple, Red, Silver, White, Yellow, 
Black and Blue.

RTC-RACeR-TAPe.......$6.00

non-skid traction tape-2”
This roll measures 2” X 10’. Non-
Skid is the easy way to prevent 
slipping and falling with it’s instant, 
self adhesive, and anti-slip safety 
surface. This heavy-duty long 
lasting material is defiant to all weather 
conditions. Use on trailer ramps, stairs or walkways, 
dock areas, brake and clutch pedals,entrances, 
and of course steps. Non-skid comes in sparkle 
black only.

RTC-RT8014.......$12.00

trailer Door Cabinet
Features on this include a fold down table, which is 
great for holding a weather station, tools, small parts, 
etc. Other conveniences include a paper towel holder 
and three shelves for storage. Each shelf holds up 
to nine aerosol spray cans. Locking pin washer kit 
included.

PPP-320.......$169.99

slick mounts
Unique telescoping 
design fits almost 
any backspace wheel 

dimension. Heavy-
duty construction 
using 14 gauge 1 

1/2” square tubing 48” 
long. Black powder 
coat finish. Pair

PPP-282.......$229.99

single Bay helmet shelf
This shelf stores your helmet, 
gloves, neck brace, etc. and 
is capable of hanging up to 
8 crew uniforms underneath.

PPP-330.......$86.99

Carburetor fuel Drain Bowl
Change jets or repair carburetors 
without spilling fuel. Crafted from 
anodized aluminum to easily 
capture the draining fuel.

PPP-147.......$17.99

pit ramps
These handy tip ramp will raise your car 
2” and hold it securely in place. Great for 
accessing the car with a floor jack or when 
pitted in grass or uneven surfaces.

PPP-279.......$38.99 (Vert. Storage Rack)
PPP-280.......$138.99 (Ramp)

ratchet strap hangers
Keep all your ratchet straps off the 

floor with these new multiple strap hangers.

PPP-218.......$27.99
PPP-219.......$46.99 (Pair)

hero Card holder
Hero card holder is 

designed with telescoping 
legs to set up on a tabletop 
or stand alone. Black 
powder coat finish.

PPP-499.......$234.99

trailer Door Cabinet
This shelf works great above 
your workbench to hold all the 
small tools and lubricants that 
would normally be in the way.

PPP-102.......$74.99

oil storage Cabinet
The top shelf holds eight 
aerosol cans while the 
three lower shelves hold 
29 quarts of oil or filters.

PPP-310.......$154.99

nitrous Cylinder storage - pair
These cradles provide a sure way to store large 
nitrous cylinders in your trailer. Simply bolt 
these brackets to the wall studs and you are 
ready to go. These cradles are designed for 
trailers with 16” stud centers. Sold in pairs.

PPP-257.......$94.99

nitrous Bottle racks
These nitrous bottles racks mount easily in your 
trailer and keep the bottles vertical and out of the 

way.

oil shelves
These shelves fit great anywhere for 
handy oil storage.

Double tray Caddie
Deluxe Double 
Tray Caddie 
features not 
only two flip 
down trays 
for added work 
space, but 
two built 
in shelves 
for maximum 
storage. Trays fold in for secure 
transport. Two locking pins included. 
30” L x 27” H x 5 1/2” W.

PPP-322.......$239.99

Jug fuel rack
Heli-arc welded 
.090 aluminum 
racks mount easily 
on the trailer floor or wall. Capable 
of holding round or square fuel jugs.

aerosol Can shelf
Strong .090 aluminum 
shelves fit in the tightest 
locations for easy aerosol 
can storage.

protective tape
This protective tape, comes in a 60 foot roll. It is 
clear & allows the color of the item it is applied 
to show through. We can sell by the foot also if 
you don’t need a full roll.

TMR-1342.......$70.00

trailer aCCessories
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17” lift pro JaCks
Whether in the shop 
or an unpaved pit 
area, ProJack Race 
Car Stands provide a 
consistent and dependable 
way to lift your race car. 

These stands have been racer tested 
and proven in the harshest of conditions 
and roughest of track-site locations. 

TMR-1360.......$3,250.00

pinion angle Jack stand
No more using wooden blocks 
to hold your bottle or 
scissor jack and rear 
end when using Pro 
Jacks! This stand 
disassembles for easy 
storage and rubber feet 
protect Pit Mats from 
wear. 

TMR-1362.......$79.95

supercharger lifting device
Removing a supercharger from a doorslammer is no longer back-breaking 
work!

The new Supercharger Lifting Device allows users to remove a 
supercharger/injector combination quickly and safely without having 
to battle the awkward angle and bulk commonly seen during the process.

Whether a car is on the ground or elevated, the 
Supercharger Lifting Device works simply by attaching 
your existing supercharger restrains to fixtures on the 
unit.

- Solid 4130 Construction
- Removable Legs with Attached Quick Pins
- Lower Loop for Easy Access to Grip
- Angled Holding Fixture to Prevent Restraint Slippage
- Black Powder Coat Finish 

TMR-1366.......$350.00

engine sling
Ease the process of 
engine changes with 
the TMPP engine sling.

TMR-1326.......$129.95

door stand
What do you do with your doors when 
they’re not on the car? Leaning them up 
against your trailer or shop wall is not the 
answer. We have the solution with this 
collapsible stand! 

TMR-1306.......$225.00

trailer Door hanging kit
Install this kit in your trailer to 
securely mount your race car 
doors.

TMR-1261.......$135.00

parachute spring Crank
Long enough to clear the wing support, each 
crank has 15/16” or 3/4” socket on the end.

TMR-1312.......$55.00 (15/16”)
TMR-1312A.......$55.00 (3/4”)

the Drag Chiller
Designed for practice, qualifying, 
and race conditions the Drag Chiller 
efficiently cools hot race engines. 
Perfect for all forms of auto racing. 
Cools complete cooling system to 
under 60° in 5 minutes. Compact. Easy 
to use and transport.-Unit measures 
15″W x 18″D x 35″H

CPR-CRUCPPA001A.......$2,550.00

cool it transmission cooling unit
Cool It was designed with two stages 
of cooling which allow the unit to 
drop transmission fluid temperature 
in the shortest amount of time ever 
seen. Professionals rely on the 
“Cool-It” transmission cooling unit 
to get the job done right!  Measures 
35” Tall, 31” Wide and 18” Deep.

TMR-1373.......$2,495.00

torQue Converter Wrench
TMR-1334.......$35.00

Clutch adjusting tool with light.

TMR-1339.......$89.00

flatness inspector
Use this trick new device to 
check the flatness of your 
clutch disc or flywheel!

TMR-1343.......$179.00

torque Wrench
This is a combination precision torque 
wrench and valve adjustment tool. 
Comes with 1/8, 5/32, and 3/16 
Hex Keys Accepts any standard 
3/8 drive socket. (Socket not included)

LSM-TQ-100-3.......$179.99

valve spring tester
Can be used in either the slant or straight handle 
positions and includes a spin-off convertible 
handle extension. Complete adjustability and 
multiple handle configurations for engine 
compartment constraints. Can be ordered 
with a 400 lb. or 160 lb. gauge.

LSM-PC-100-SLC.......$249.99

lenco Wrench
This 1/4” thick wrench fits the 
adjustable towers on the Lenco 
transmission.

TMR-1311.......$24.95

Wheelie Bar adjusting Wrench
If you have ever tried to adjust a set 
of wheelie bars on the starting line you 
know how difficult it is to juggle a wrench, 
a tape measure & hold the wheelie bars. 
This billet wrench is two tools in one. 

TMR-1327.......$39.95 (15/16” ReD)
TMR-1327A.......$39.95 (3/4” BLACK)

8” long “lite” Wrench With Dzus Blade
This pocket-sized tool provides both an 
adjustable wrench and a blade for removing or 
installing Dzus fasteners.

MDS-LITe-WReNCH.......$130.44

self-ejecting fastener tool
TMR-1318.......$11.99 (Black)
TMR-1318A.......$8.92 (Pocket)
MOR-71600.......$7.02 (Blue)

ride height adjustment tool
CTW-TL76W.......$22.50

universal Coil over Wrench
Makes adjusting coil-over shocks much 
easier than the commonly used hammer and 
screwdriver method. Works with shocks that 
have adjusting nuts up to 3-1/4” diameter.

MOR-62030.......$31.52

nitrous bottle wrench
Stop searching, keep working. 
You have misplaced the right size 
wrench or you get to the car and find 
out that you grabbed the wrong size. Your 
problems are now solved.

TMR-1331.......$39.95

aluminum adjustable Wrench
Easy to use light weight Aluminum 
wrench, why grab 3-4 wrenches when 
you could easily get the job done with one.

ALL-11152.......$59.95

to
ol

s tools
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uv resistant tire Cover
Keep your tire pressure 
consistent with one of our tire 
covers. Attaches with included 
suction cups.

TMR-1322.......$40.00 (each)

track-meter W/ torque Wrench
TRACK-METER Track Surface Analyzer 
Tool is the BEST way to analyze current 
Drag Strip track conditions.Track Meter 
Allows You To: Analyze drag strip 
track conditions accurately, reduce 
variation, and get more consistent 
performance. Use the Track Meter 
data you gather by entering it into the 
software, and chart trends at different 
points. Made of quality components, 6061-
T6 billet and dissembles for easy storage. 
Includes black storage case. 

CTM-TM001.......$1,420.00

retractable tow strap
15’ retractable tow strap constructed 
out of billet aluminum. Use our Tow 
Loop Kit for clean towing through pits.

PIN-62090.......$159.00

tow loop kit
Install the supplied sleeve through 
the tubing in the upper left corner of 
the roof and then insert the pin to tow.

TMR-1190K.......$62.50

Digital pr0tractor
TMR-1328.......$199.00

3/8” tube Bender
TMR-1356.......$89.00

aDJ. Countersink tool
TMR-1303.......$53.95

Braided line Cutter
TMR-1319.......$135.00

solid rivet tee handle
TMR-1317.......$34.95

solid rivet Cutter
This solid rivet cutter is adjustable 
for size and length. This tool is 
designed to make a nice clean square 
cut on the end of the rivet.

TMR-1316.......$38.00

solid rivet setter
TMR-1315.......$179.00

rotabroach kit
TSI-11075.......$149.88
TSI-11078.......$211.14 (Large Dia.)

Dimpling tool
Use this tool to dimple 
aluminum or steel panels to 
flush mount fasteners.

MOR-71605.......$44.56

panel spring adjuster
Pulls the spring evenly like a panel button 
so you don’t get kinks, or worse, breaks. Quick 
and easy to use, lightweight, and durable. 

HeB-PAN7602.......$41.95

track temp reader
Get accurate track temperature 
readings with this hand-held track temp 
reader.

ARC-AR-1327.......$85.00

tmrC short sleeve t-shirt
New for 2013, the stylish TMRC short sleeve tee features 
a modern fitted shirt and sports a unique design centered 
on the chest and a larger design on the back. Available in 
black only. (Specify Size When Ordering)

tmpp short sleeve t-shirt
New for 2013, the stylish Tim McAmis Performance Parts 
short sleeve tee features a modern fitted shirt and sports 
a unique design on the front and a large shield design 
on the back. Available in grey only. (Specify Size When 
Ordering)

TMA-1250S Small $20.00
TMA-1250M Medium $20.00
TMA-1250L Large $20.00
TMA-1250XL X-Large $20.00
TMA-1250XXL XX-Large $20.00
TMA-1250XXXL XXX-Large $20.00

TMA-1202S Small $20.00
TMA-1202M Medium $20.00
TMA-1202L Large $20.00
TMA-1202XL X-Large $20.00
TMA-1202XXL XX-Large $20.00
TMA-1202XXXL XXX-Large $20.00
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VAN-1 $2.76

Dzus Backing plate

VAN-1A $1.70

Dzus Backing plate (1-3/8”)

VAN-2A $2.72

Door latch tab

VAN-3A $7.30

inner Door handle.125” (alum)

VAN-5 $2.88

Clutch pedal pad

VAN-5A    $2.64 TITANIUM    $17.50

Brake pedal pad

VAN-4 $5.86

inner Door handle plate

VAN-6 $3.48

strut Cup plate

ta
Bs

VAN-6A $2.40

front end mount plate

VAN-7 $5.22

on/off switch plate

VAN-8 $7.00

steer.Wheel Button tab (alum)

VAN-9 $5.66

shock mount tab

VAN-9A $3.80

shock mount gusset

VAN-9B $3.30

Chassis Wishbone gusset

VAN-10    $5.96 TITANIUM    $21.06

Wheelie Bar plate

VAN-10A    $3.74 TITANIUM    $19.80

Wheelie Bar plate

taBs
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VAN-10B    $4.34 TITANIUM    $22.96

Wheelie Bar plate

VAN-10BV2    $6.52 TITANIUM    $19.60

Wheelie Bar plate

VAN-11A $5.44

pedal Cross shaft mount

VAN-11 $4.24

pedal Cross shaft mount

VAN-13    $3.48 TITANIUM    $12.98

pedal gusset

VAN-13A $3.92

Clutch pedal gusset

VAN-14 $3.10

Jack tab

VAN-14A $3.04

sway Bar mount

taBs

VAN-14B $7.61

mW sway Bar Chassis tab

VAN-14C $8.37

sway Bar mount tab

VAN-15 $4.56

Window net tab

VAN-16A $6.64

lenco mnt Chassis .125” (4130)

VAN-17    $5.86 TITANIUM    $23.28

Cross shaft Clutch tab

VAN-18 $4.34

lenco mount (Center)

VAN-19    $2.50 TITANIUM    $8.66

Brake line tab

VAN-19A $2.50

fire Bottle tab
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VAN-19C $4.46

fire Bottle Cable tab

VAN-19B $3.15

fire nozzle tab Blown

VAN-20 $3.04

seat Belt tab

VAN-20A $2.94

seat Belt tab: 7/16” hole

VAN-20B $3.04

seat Belt tab: 1/2” hole

VAN-21 $2.72

universal tab

VAN-21A    $3.92 TITANIUM    $16.58

Brake pedal tab

VAN-21B $3.27

Window net tab

taBs

VAN-22 $2.93

lower Control arm tab

VAN-22A $2.93

lower Control arm tab

VAN-23A $3.48

Wishbone tab

VAN-23B $3.48

short upper Wishbone tab

VAN-24 $2.39

universal tab

VAN-25    $2.82 TITANIUM    $13.66

universal tab

VAN-25A $3.04

universal tab: 3/16” hole

VAN-25B $3.15

universal tab: 1/4” hole
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VAN-25C $3.15

universal tab: 3/8” hole

VAN-26 $10.62

rack mount plate

VAN-26A $8.38

r/s rack mount plate

VAN-27AV2 $45.00

4-link plate .1875”

VAN-27AV2HD $48.00

4-link plate .250”

VAN-27AV2BT $22.20

4-link Chassis plate Doublers (lower)

VAN-27AV2TP $25.70

4-link Chassis plate Doublers (top)

VAN-28B $90.00

4-link housing plate

taBs

VAN-35    $6.41 TITANIUM    $58.36

v4 trunk Body mount plate

VAN-A28AHD-4 $75.00

rear end plate .250” (4130)

VAN-A28BT $17.90

housing Bracket doubler (lower)

VAN-A28TP $18.48

housing Bracket doubler (top)

VAN-36    $5.98 TITANIUM    $19.82

v4 trunk Body mount strip

VAN-37 $5.98

5/16” Dzus panel Doubler (alum)

VAN-38 $9.68

racepak pedal position mount

VAN-39 $11.08

Blown throttle Cable Chassis mount
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VAN-41 $3.48

hand Brake lever tab

VAN-42 $2.83

hand Brake Cross shaft tab

VAN-43 $3.94

hand Brake pedal shaft tab

VAN-46 $6.42

parachute lever pivot

VAN-47    $5.44 TITANIUM    $22.76

Diaper Bracket

VAN-48 $10.54

Barry grant fuel pump mount

VAN-48A $11.70

magnafuel fuel pump mount

VAN-48B $13.38

aeromotive fuel pump mount

taBs

VAN-50 $11.20

tow strap tab: screw supercharger

VAN-51 $12.82

master Cylinder mount

VAN-51A $9.72

strange Billet master Cylinder mount

VAN-52 $5.66

Door hinge plate

VAN-53 $7.50

engine limiter plate

VAN-54 $4.90

line-loc plate

VAN-55 $13.26

mid plate mount

VAN-57A $8.91

Weight Bar inner mount tab
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VAN-64  $5.66    ALUM.  $5.95 TITANIUM  $25.18

Body mount plate

VAN-61 $10.90

pedal Boot ring (alum)

VAN-62    $2.72 TITANIUM    $13.66

pedal Cross shaft Washer

VAN-65 $4.48

humphrey valve Bracket

VAN-67 $2.20

Window latch tab (alum)

VAN-66 $2.50

lower sway Bar tab

VAN-68 $4.56

Dry sump tank plate

VAN-69 $7.39

Dry sump mount plate

taBs

VAN-70 $2.94

Dzus tab (1-3/8”)

VAN-71 $4.46

motor plate foot

VAN-72 $9.92

strut mount plate

VAN-73 $3.04

strut Cup gussets

VAN-74 $13.04

motor plate tab

VAN-74A $14.13

motor plate Blown

VAN-74B $13.70

motor mount plate

VAN-75 $2.40

fuel Cell vent tabs
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VAN-75A $5.00

fuel Cell vent tabs Blown

VAN-78 $7.82

Belly pan Dzus tab

VAN-79 $8.16

Clutch switch mount

VAN-80 $2.72

Clutch Back stop

VAN-80A    $2.50 TITANIUM    $7.94

Clutch Back stop

VAN-81 $2.50

trans Crossmember Cap

VAN-83 $2.10

over tub Bar Cap

VAN-82 $12.50

aluminum tank Bracket

taBs

VAN-84 $2.17

Dash Bar Cap

VAN-85 $6.84

headrest plate

VAN-86 $14.34

Body mount strip

VAN-87 $8.80

system one oil filter tab

VAN-89 $2.28

Wot Bracket

VAN-91 $4.02

nos valve Bracket

VAN-93 $9.78

steering Wheel to Quick release adapter

VAN-93A $2.85

small Quick release hub adapter
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VAN-93B $10.10

steering Wheel extension adapter

VAN-96 $13.37

nitrous solenoid mount

VAN-94 $3.04

Clutch pivot Bracket

VAN-95 $3.26

Door strap Buckle

VAN-120 $11.90

3 hole gauge panel

VAN-125 $8.92

Blown switch panel

VAN-128 $6.52

triangle vent tank mount

VAN-130 $2.07

raD. Cap. Block plate (alum)

taBs

VAN-131    $4.80 TITANIUM    $35.16

parachute tab

VAN-133 $16.30

on/off switch tab (Blown)

VAN-142 $1.68

triangle tab

VAN-145 $24.46

floor strips

VAN-146 $7.61

analog Box tab

VAN-148 $5.11

racepak v500 mount

VAN-148A $17.07

racepak v500 to v300 adapter (alum)

VAN-149 $8.50

koni electric shock Box mount
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VAN-151 $9.34

pro mag timing Box

VAN-152 $9.94

pro mag Coil

VAN-153 $5.00

pro mag points Box

VAN-164 $3.91

shift light tab

VAN-165 $5.76

Wiring switch Box mount

VAN-169 $3.40

Wide Wishbone gusset

VAN-169N $3.90

narrow Wishbone gusset

VAN-192A $5.32

lW rack plate (alum)

taBs

VAN-192B $5.76

lW rack plate (alum)

VAN-1184 $3.80

Door lift stop

VAN-1185 $13.02

Door latch Backing plate

VAN-1186 $10.54

Door striker tab

AAM-025A $3.50

Chassis tab (mild steel)

AAM-026B $2.75

Chassis tab (mild steel)

AAM-031B $1.25

Window tab (mild steel)

AAM-031A    $1.50 TITANIUM    $7.14

parachute tab (mild steel)


